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ABSTRACT
A procedure for determining the total thermal energy content of a magnetically
confined plasma from a measurement of the plasma magnetization has been suc-
cessfully implemented on the Alcator C tokamak. When a plasma is confined by
a magnetic field, the kinetic pressure of the plasma is supported by an interaction
between the confining magnetic field and drift currents which flow in the plasma.
These drift currents induce an additional magnetic field which can be measured
by means of appropriately positioned pickup coils. From a measurement of this
magnetic field and of the confining magnetic field, one can calculate the spatially
averaged plasma pressure, which is related to the thermal energy content of the
plasma by the equation of state of the plasma.
The theory on which this measurement is based is described in detail. The
fields and currents which flow in the plasma are related to the confining magnetic
field and the plasma pressure by requiring that the plasma be in equilibrium, i.e.,
by balancing the forces due to pressure gradients against those due to magnetic
interactions.
The apparatus used to make this measurement is described and some example
data analyses are carried out. It turns out that the signal due to the induced plasma
magnetization is very small compared to interference signals caused by other mag-
netic systems in the tokamak. The work involved in the diamagnetic measurements
was thus dominated by the necessity of accurately eliminating all the interference
sources. These error signals were attributed to linkage of OH and EF fields, link-
age of plasma toroidal current, magnetic diffusion effects, eddy currents induced in
the vacuum chamber wall, fringing fields in the vicinity of the diamagnetic loops,
compression of the magnet structure, and integrator drift. The methods used to
eliminate these errors and some possible alternative methods are described.
Thesis Supervisor: Dr. Ronald R. Parker
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering
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UNITS
The system of units used in this paper is basically the MKS system. However,
for convenience the Maxwell equations are written with the permeability of free
space Ao set equal to unity. This is convenient because in the analyses of Chapters
1-4, IO is nothing more than a scale factor expressing the fact that different phys-
ical dimensions are used to measure the magnetic field quantities B and H. So by
setting po equal to one, the necessity of including it in complicated mathematical
expressions is avoided. Of course, the quantity Ao is restored whenever present-
ing equations that are actually used in making experimental measurements, since
standard laboratory measurements are made in terms of real MKS units.
It is actually very easy to formally develop a system of units in which the per-
meability of free space is equal to one. One way to do this is as follows: Express
any velocity by the dimensionless number representing the velocity as a fraction of
the speed of light in free space. Then define all electric field quantities by the force
per unit charge exerted by the respective field on a test charge and define all mag-
netic field quantities by the force per unit charge per unit (dimensionless) velocity
exerted by the respective field on a moving test charge. Thus all electromagnetic
field quantities have the dimensions of force per unit charge. The magnitude of
the unit of charge then determines the proportionality constant appearing in the
Gauss equation. If the unit of charge is selected in such a manner that the elec-
tromagnetic equations are "rationalized", then the Maxwell equations take on the
following simple form:
B
V xE -= (U.1)at
V xH -1 - =J (U.2)at
V D = p (U.3)
V B = 0 (U.4)
D=E+P (U.5)
B =H+M (U.6)
where E, D, B, H, P, M, J, and p are the usual electromagnetic field quantities.
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The analysis of Chapters 2-4 makes extensive use of perturbation theory. The
use of perturbation theory requires the identification of the "order" of every alge-
braic term with i-espect to some "smallness"'parameter (E). This is greatly facili-
tated by redefining all physical quantities so that they are represented by dimen-
sionless numbers and choosing the scales of these numbers so that they are all zero
order in e. This way the order of any term may immediately be determined simply
by noting the algebraic power of E appearing in it.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Introduction
A magnetically confined plasma by definition consists of a region of space oc-
cupied by plasma under pressure, surrounded by a vacuum region containing a
magnetic field. Since the plasma must not be allowed to come in contact with
any other material, the forces which pressurize the plasma must come from an in-
teraction between the confining magnetic field and induced currents which flow in
the plasma. These induced currents will generate their own magnetic field - the
plasma magnetization - which will oppose the confining field. Because the in-
duced plasma magnetism always opposes the confining fields, the induced currents
are called the "diamagnetic drift current" and the resulting magnetic field is called
"plasma diamagnetism".
Since plasma diamagnetism is a direct consequence of magnetic confinement, one
might expect that a measurement of plasma diamagnetism would reveal information
about the kinetic pressure of the plasma. This information might then be related
to the thermal energy content of the plasma through the equation of state of the
plasma.
Consider a cylindrically symmetric plasma column confined by an axial magnetic
field, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1.1. In order to have a static equilibrium, the plasma
pressure, current, and the total magnetic field (i.e., confining field plus plasma
diamagnetism) must be related by
Vp = J x B, (1.1.1)
where p is the plasma kinetic pressure, J is the plasma current density, and B is
the total magnetic field. Eq. (1.1.1) expresses a balance between the force due to
pressure gradients and the Lorentz force at any point in the plasma. Since the
plasma is assumed to be confined, Vp must point radially inward. Thus, according
to Eq. (1.1.1), the diamagnetic drift current must be tangential, directed as shown in
Fig. 1.1.1. By the right-hand rule, one can see that the resulting plasma magnetism
is diamagnetic.
This paper describes the theoretical and experimental aspects of a plasma di-
agnostic which uses the plasma magnetization as a measure of the thermal energy
content of the plasma, and which has been successfully implemented on the Alcator
C tokamak. The experimental apparatus for measuring plasma magnetization is
7
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Figure 1.1.1. A cylindrically symmetric plasma column, confined by an axial magnetic
field. H is the applied magnetic field, J is the diamagnetic drift current, B is the total
magnetic field, and p is the plasma pressure. Given that Vp points inward, Eq. (1.1.1)
requires that J be directed as shown. Note that the magnetization produced by J opposes
the applied field H.
shown schematically in Fig. 1.1.2. The diamagnetic loop is a single-turn flux loop
which links the total toroidal magnetic flux. The rogoweki coil links a magnetic flux
which is proportional to the toroidal magnetic flux due to the vacuum (i.e., "ap-
plied") magnetic field. The difference between these fluxes represents the magnetic
flux produced by the plasma. Since the terminal voltage of a flux loop is equal to
the time derivative of the enclosed flux, these signals are integrated electronically
to obtain a voltage signal proportional to the plasma magnetization.
In Fig. 1.1.2, the voltage produced by the diamagnetic loop is
V2 = 
(1.1.2)
dt
where t is the total toroidal magnetic flux. The voltage produced by the rogowski
coil is
Vi oc -- (1.1.3)
dt
where to is the vacuum toroidal magnetic flux. Thus, by proper adjustment of the
constant gain K, the output of the integrator will be
A = f (V2 - KV) dtizatio
where At is the toroidal flux due to plasma magnetization.
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Figure 1.1.2. Experimental apparatus for measuring plasma magnetization. 0 represents
the total toroidal magnetic flux during a plasma discharge, -to is the flux due to the vacuum
field only, and A(P is the toroidal flux due to plasma magnetization.
1.2 Simple Models of Plasma Diamagnetism
This plasma diamagnetism can be shown to be directly related to the plasma
pressure and, through the equation of state, to the plasma thermal energy. To
illustrate this, I will describe two somewhat oversimplified models of the plasma
that exhibit this behavior. In the first model, the plasma consists of a single charged
particle in the presence of a magnetic field. In the second model, the plasma consists
of a collection of noninteracting charged particles in the presence of a magnetic
field. These models are too simple to be used to justify a theory that relates
diamagnetism to pressure, because they ignore important plasma phenomena such
as collective interactions between particles. However, they do serve to illustrate
the phenomenon physically, without the burden of mathematical rigor. A more
accurate model, which is based of an ideal magnetohydrodynamic description of
the plasma, is used in the analyses of Chapters 2 and 3.
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rH q 4m
Figure 1.2.1. A single charged particle of mass m, charge q, gyrating in the presence of
an applied vacuum field H. r is the radius of the orbit and vj. is the component of the
velocity of the particle which is perpendicular to the magnetic field.
Consider a particle of charge q, mass m, and perpendicular kinetic energy
212=g o (1.2.1)
in the presence of a constant, spatially uniform, applied magnetic field H (Fig.
1.2.1). The particle will undergo cyclotron motion, behaving like a magnetic dipole
of moment
IA, (1.2.2)
where
I =q/T (1.2.3)
is the electric current due to the orbiting particle, and the orbital period is given
by
T = 22r/n, (1.2.4)
where
f = qH/m (1.2.5)
is the erbital (cyclotron) frequency. The area of the orbit is
A = rr 2, (1.2.6)
and the orbital radius is
r = v±/fl, (1.2.7)
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where v1 is the velocity component perpendicular to the applied magnetic field H.
These equations can be combined as follows
q -= v - = qv2 m _ 'mv± (1.2.8)22 f 2  f2l 2 qH . H H
showing that the magnetic moment of the particle is directly related to its perpen-
dicular kinetic energy.
Now consider a spatially uniform plasma composed of several particle species,
each with a distribution function that can be characterized by a temperature. If the
particles do not interact magnetically with each other, the plasma magnetization
will be given by
M = n N Ajfj(v)d'v
3
E Z J mV2fj(v)d3v (1.2.9)
H H H'
where j is the species index, nj is the particle density of species j, pij is the magnetic
moment of a particle of species j and velocity v, f, is the species distribution
function, pj is the kinetic partial pressure, and P is the total (perpendicular) kinetic
pressure of the plasma. Since the dipole field produced by each particle opposes the
applied field, the response of the plasma to the applied magnetic field is diamagnetic
and is given by
PAM =-- (1.2.10)
where h is a unit vector in the direction of the applied magnetic field, H. The total
magnetic field in the plasma is
B=H+M = H 1 - = H(1+ Xm), (1.2.11)
where Xm = -P/H 2 is the magnetic susceptibility.
As was pointed out above, while these simple models may be physically re-
vealing, they do not take into account interactions between particles. What they
do show is that "plasma" diamagnetism is a property that is exhibited by both a
11
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Figure 1.3.1. Toroidal geometry. This figure represents a poloidal section through the
toroidal plasma column. The z-axis is the'vertical centerline of the tokamak and the
plane z = 0 is the toroidal midplane of the tokamak. (R, (p, z) is a conventional cylindrical
coordinate system while (r, V, 9).is the toroidal coordinate system to be used in this paper.
RO is the major radius of the plasma and a is the minor radius of the plasma.
single, isolated particle, and a collection of noninteracting particles. A more sophis-
ticated theory, based on a magnetohydrodynamic model of the plasma, is described
in Chapters 2 and 3.
1.3 Description of a Tokamak
In a tokamak, the cylindrical plasma column is bent into the shape of a torus.
The relevant geometry is illustrated in Fig. 1.3.1. The tokamak is symmetric about
the z-axis. The distance from the z-axis to the center of the plasma is called the
major radius of the plasma and is denoted by RO. The distance from the center of
the plasma column to the surface of the plasma column is called the minor radius
and is denoted by a.
The analysis in Chapters 2 and 3 will be carried out with reference to the two
coordinate systems shown in Fig. 1.3.1. The cylindrical coordinate system (R, p, z)
consists of the major radial coordinate, R, the vertical coordinate, z (distance above
the toroidal midplane), and the toroidal angle, V. The toroidal coordinate sys-
tem (r, p, 9) consists of the minor radial coordinate, r (distance from the center of
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the plasma column), the poloidal angle, 6, and the toroidal angle, P. The plane
p = constant is a two-.dimensional space called the poloidal plane. The poloidal
coordinates are (R, z)* in cylindrical coordinates, or (r, 6) in toroidal coordinates.
The projection of any vector quantity, A, onto the poloidal plane is another vector
called the poloidal component of A and is denoted by
Ap = A - A (1.3.1)
where 0 is a unit vector in the toroidal direction and
A, = 0 -A. (1.3.2)
A, is called the toroidal component of A.
In a tokamak that can be described by ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)
theory, the magnetic field lines lie on nested toroidal surfaces as illustrated in Fig.
1.3.2. Thus, a characteristic of one of these surfaces is that no magnetic field lines
cross it, and therefore that it encloses a certain well-defined magnetic flux. In
particular, there will be a special innermost flux surface which encloses no flux
at all. This surface will really be a single curve, called the magnetic axis of the
tokamak. The intersection of a particular flux surface with the poloidal plane will
be a curve C which spans a surface S. The magnetic flux through S is obviously the
flux enclosed by the flux surface and is called the toroidal magnetic fluz associated
with the flux surface. If one chooses the point in S which lies on the magnetic
axis and any particular point on C and rotates these two points toroidally by one
complete circuit, another surface ST is generated. Since no field lines cross the
flux surface, the magnetic flux through ST is independent of the point chosen on
C and is called the poloidal magnetic fluz associated with the flux surface.t Note
that in ideal MHD, the electric current density is divergenceless, so that these same
definitions can be made in terms of the current flux and current flux surfaces.
An important geometrical parameter that measures the degree of toroidicity
of the plasma column is the aspect ratio, Ro/a. Since it is physically impossible
to construct a torus with an aspect ratio less than unity, the inverse aspect ratio,
defined by
E = a/Ro (1.3.3)
* Note that (R, z) is a rectangular (Cartesian) coordinate system.
t In the analysis of Chapter 2 the quantity called the poloidal flux is actually this
quantity divided by 27r, i.e., the poloidal flux per toroidal radian.
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Figure 1.3.2. Nested toroidal flux surfaces. The intersection of any particular flux surface
with the poloidal plane defines a curve C which spans a surface S. The flux through S is
called the toroidal flux associated with the flux surface. The poloidal flux associated with
the flux surface is the flux through the surface ST which is generated when the line joining
any particular point on C with the magnetic axis is rotated toroidally.
is a quantity that is always less than unity. This property is often exploited in
theoretical analyses by developing asymptotic expansions in series of powers of e.
In practical devices, the inverse aspect ratio is usually sufficiently small that only
a few terms in a series are necessary to obtain a useful result.
In a tokamak, in addition to the confining magnetic field and the diamagnetic
drift current, there are other fields present, some of which are indicated in Fig. 1.3.3.
The confining magnetic field consists of a poloidal field, produced by a toroidal cur-
rent induced in the plasma by transformer action. The current that produces the
poloidal field is usually called the OH current (for ohmic heating) because in ad-
dition to confining the plasma, the OH current also resistively heats the plasma*.
The toroidal field, which is produced by a powerful magnet constructed of poloidally
wound conductors, is necessary for stability but plays only a minor role in confine-
ment. (See the profiles in Fig. 1.3.4.) The resultant of these two fields is a net
helical field, the helicity of which is described by the rotational transform, L. For a
tokamak, the rotational transform is given approximately by
Ro Ba (1.3.4)
2?r rB,
* Actually, the expression "OH current" is often used to refer to the current in the OH
coil. The OH coil is the primary winding of the OH transformer, the secondary of which
is the plasma itself. Thus, the OH transformer is the device used to induce the plasma
toroidal current. In this case, what I have called the OH current is often refered to as
simply the plasma current.
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Figure 1.3.3. Fields and currents in a tokamak. This figure shows those fields in the
plasma which are of interest for the diamagnetic measurement. For any particular flux
surface, a diagram like (a) or (b) above could be drawn. In (a), the plasma current is
driven in the same direction as the applied toroidal field, while in (b) the plasma current
is driven in the opposite direction. The plasma current then generates the field Be, which
combines with B, to produce the resulting helical field, B. Since the plasma pressure is
second order in c, it follows from Eq. (1.1.1) that the angle between J and B is small. The
current density is shown resolved into components parallel and perpendicular to B. The
force-free current flows strictly along B, while the diamagnetic drift current flows strictly
perpendicular to B. Each of these helical currents produces a toroidal flux, the direction
of which can be determined by the right-hand rule. Note that the force-free toroidal flux
adds to B while the diamagnetic drift flux opposes B in both cases (a) and (b).
and typically scales according to
- (1). (1.3.5)
27r
Physically, this means that a magnetic field line traverses a poloidal angle of order
one radian in one toroidal circuit. From this it follows that the toroidal and poloidal
fields scale according to
Be ~ EB,. (1.3.6)
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Figure 1.3.4. Magnetic field and pressure profiles in a tokamak. This figure shows the
minor radial variation of the pressure and magnetic field in a typical tokamak equilibrium.
The plasma pressure is assumed to be peaked in the center. The plasma current is also
peaked at the center, so that Be is concave downward inside the plasma. Outside.the
plasma, Bo has a predominantly 1/r dependence. Since the plasma is confined mainly by
the poloidal field, Bw is only slightly different from the vacuum field, as evidenced by the
smallness of 6B,. The fact that the net plasma toroidal magnetization is positive indicates
that the flux due to the force-free current is usually slightly greater than the diamagnetic
flux. Inspection of Eq. (2.3.11) indicates that bB, positive implies 6p less than 1, which
is typical for a tokamak equilibrium.
Then, since the confining field is Be, it follows that the pressure scales according to
These relations, in addition to e < 1, are exploited in the analyses in Chapters 2
and 3.
To relate these fields and currents to the concept of plasma diamagnetism, it is
helpful to imagine the current density resolved into components parallel and per-
pendicular to the resultant helical magnetic field. Eq. (1.3.6) indicates that the
resultant field points primarily in the toroidal direction. Eq. (1.3.7) indicates that
the angle between J and B is very small. Eq. (1.1.1) indicates that only the compo-
nent of J perpendicular to B contributes to plasma confinement, or, alternatively,
that only the component of B perpendicular to J contributes to confinement. Thus,
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the diamagnetic drift current is a helical current flowing perpendicular to the mag-
netic field lines, which, .according to Eq. (1.3.7), is smaller than the total current
density by a factor of f2 . On any given flux surface, this diamagnetic drift current
can be thought of as forming a "solenoid" which, according to the right-hand rule,
produces a magnetization that always opposes the toroidal field. The component
of J parallel to B does not contribute to confinement and is therefore called the
force-free current. On any given flux surface, this current forms a "solenoid" which
produces a toroidal magnetization that always adds to the toroidal field. Even
though the diamagnetic drift current is much smaller than the force-free current,
the helicity of the force-free current is smaller than that of the diamagnetic drift
current by e2 so that their toroidal magnetic fluxes are of comparable magnitudes.
Thus the net plasma toroidal magnetization flux is a quantity of order E2 or perhaps
even e3 which in practice can be very difficult to measure with precision.
It is important to observe that the sense of the toroidal field in relation to that
of the plasma current does not alter these relations. Fig. 1.3.3a shows the case
where the plasma current is driven in the same direction as the toroidal field. The
direction of the plasma current determines the sense of the helicity of the total
magnetic field. Since the force-free current must flow along these lines, it then
follows that the toroidal flux due to this current must add. to the applied toroidal
field. Then, since the sense of the helicity of the diamagnetic drift current is opposite
that of the force-free current, the toroidal flux due to the diamagnetic drift current
must oppose the applied toroidal field. Fig. 1.3.3b shows the case where the plasma
current is driven in the other direction. This causes the helicity of the force-free
current to reverse. However, since the current is also driven in the opposite direction
toroidally, the net effect is that the toroidal flux due to the force-free current still
adds to the applied toroidal field. Also note that, while the sense of the helicity of
the diamagnetic drift current is also reversed, it too must reverse direction in order
that Eq. (1.1.1) be satisfied. This effect can be exploited to measure the extraneous
linkage of the plasma current by the diamagnetic loops, as discussed in Chapter 4.
At this point it is possible to predict the form of the expression for the toroidal
flux due to plasma magnetism. Since the helicity of the "solenoid" foirmed by the
force-free current is directly proportional to the magnitude of the plasma current,
it follows that the toroidal flux should be proportional to the square of the plasma
current. This is consistent with the observation that the sign of the force-free
toroidal flux does not reverse when the plasma current is reversed. According to the
simple models in Section 1.2, the toroidal flux due to plasma diamagnetism should
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be in the opposite direction and should be directly proportional to the volume
average of the plasma pressure. Based on these considerations, the expression for
the toroidal flux'due to plasma magnetism should be of the form
A oc AJ 2 - C (p) (1.3.8)
where A and C are constants and () indicates a volume average. A is the toroidal
flux due to plasma magnetism.
Note that there are two subtractions called for in the diamagnetic measurement.
The A in the expression for At indicates that the vacuum field must be subtracted
from the total field to obtain the plasma magnetism. Physically, this is done by
subtracting the rogowski coil signal from the diamagnetic loop signal at the input
of the instrumentation circuit. The subtraction indicated on the right hand side of
Eq. (1.3.8) indicates that the field due to the force-free current must be subtracted
from the plasma magnetism to obtain the plasma diamagnetism. Since this -term
involves the square of the plasma current, it is more convenient to implement this
subtraction digitally, during data processing. The alternative would be to attempt
to construct an analog squaring circuit. The signal for the plasma current is ob-
tained from a conventional rogowski coil installed on the vacuum chamber of the
tokamak.
1.4 MHD Model of Plasma Equilibrium
In the ideal MHD description, the plasma is modeled as a perfectly conducting
fluid. The equations describing the behavior of such a fluid in the presence of electric
and magnetic fields are as follows:
ap
-- + V -pv = 0 (1.4.1)
at
dv
p- = J x B - Vp (1.4.2)
dt
~(p/p') = 0 (1.4.3)
E + v x B = 0 (1.4.4)
B
t x(1.4.5)
V x B =J (1.4.6)
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p is the mass density of the fluid, v is the fluid velocity, p is the kinetic pressure of the
fluid, -y is the ratio of specific heats, and J, B, and E are the usual electromagnetic
field quantities. A derivation of these equations starting from the equations of
kinetic theory can be found in the review article by Freidberg [2].
The validity of these equations is not easy to establish. Freidberg shows that
the validity of these equations requires three conditions: (1) the ion gyroradius
must be small compared to the macroscopic scale length; (2) the plasma must be
sufficiently large and collision-free that resistive diffusion is negligible; and (3) the
plasma must be sufficiently collisional that the pressure is isotropic, heat conduction
along the field is small, and electron and ion temperatures are equilibrated. In
plasmas of fusion interest, such as in Alcator C, the third condition is usually
not satisfied. However, it can be shown that the predictions of ideal MHD are
approximately correct if variations along the magnetic field lines are sufficiently
small. In particular, the analysis of Chapter 3 concerning anisotropic pressure will
not be valid if the anisotropy is too large. In practice, the validity of these equations
is usually justified on the grounds that their predictions agree well with experiment.
In this paper, I will be concerned with plasma equilibrium involving no fluid
flow. In this case, I set d/dt, 8/Ot, and v equal to zero in the MHD equations.
Then Eqs. (1.4.1) and (1.4.3) reduce to 0 = 0. Eq. (1.4.4) then reduces to E = 0
and then Eq. (1.4.5) becomes 0 = 0. The description for flowless equilibrium then
reduces to the following:
J X B = Vp (1.4.8)
V x B = J (1.4.9)
V -B = 0 (1.4.10)
The equation of state (Eq. (1.4.3)) will then be replaced by the ideal gas law
p = nT (1.4.11)
where n is the sum of the densities of all charged particle species present and p is
the total kinetic pressure. Strictly speaking, condition (3) above requires that T
be the same for all species, but since the model is to be used even when this is not
exactly correct, the equation of state may also be generalized to
P= njT .(1.4.12)
where j is the species index.
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(1.4.7)V -B = 0
CHAPTER 2: The Grad-Shafranov Equation for Plasma Equilibriumn
2.1 Derivationiof the Grad-Shafranov Equation
In the ideal magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) description of plasma equilibrium,
the plasma is modeled as a perfectly conducting fluid. The pressure balance equa-
tion,
Vp = J x B, (2.1.1)
describes the balance between kinetic pressure (assumed isotropic) and the Lorentz
force. J and B must satisfy Ampere's law,
V x B = J, (2.1.2)
Gauss' law,
V B =0, (2.1.3)
and conservation of charge,
V -J =0. (2.1.4)
In these equations, all time derivatives, fluid velocities, and electric fields have been
set to 0 to describe an equilibrium with no fluid flow.
In order to relate plasma diamagnetism to plasma pressure, one must imagine
solving this system for p as a function of the magnetic field. This would involve
substituting Eq. (2.1.2) into Eq. (2.1.1) and perhaps using Eqs. (2.1.3) and (2.1.4)
for simplification. Then, since the measurement involves the total toroidal flux,
there would be a surface integral over the plasma poloidal cross section. Such an
analysis is carried out in Chapter 3 for the case of anisotropic plasma pressure.
However, if the pressure is assumed to be isotropic and there are no variations in
the toroidal' direction, then the entire system of vector equations can be reduced
to a single partial differential equation in a single unknown - the Grad-Shafranov
equation. In either case, the solution involves two unspecified functions that are
related to plasma pressure and current profiles. These profiles cannot be predicted
from ideal MHD theory. If an analysis of them was to be carried out, one would
have to use a kinetic model of the plasma.
One of the unspecified functions will be denoted by p and is the plasma pres-
sure profile, and thus is related to the distribution of thermal energy in the plasma.
The other function will be denoted by F and describes the distribution of cur-
rent within the plasma. Thus F is related to the plasma diamagnetism while p
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is related to the plasma thermal energy. The Grad-Shafranov equation is there-
fore the desired relation between diamagnetism and thermal energy. Of course the
Grad-Shafranov equation will also contain other information, since it relates all the
magnetic fields and currents in the plasma - not just those having. to do with
the diamagnetic measurements. The single scalar function that satisfies the Grad-
Shafranov equation will be the poloidal magnetic flux associated with a particular
point in the poloidal plane, that point being located in the two-dimensional domain
of the Grad-Shafranov equation.
The derivation of the Grad-Shafranov equation exploits the assumed isotropy of
the pressure and the axisymmetry of the tokamak. Since the tokamak is symmetric
about the major axis, the toroidal angular coordinate p is an ignorable coordinate.
From the theory of vector calculus, it is known that a divergenceless vector field
can be expressed as the curl of some other vector. Also, if there is an ignorable co-
ordinate and the divergenceless vector has no component in the ignorable direction,
then the divergenceless vector can be expressed in terms of a single scalar quantity
called a stream function [6]. In the present analysis, the magnetic field is diver-
genceless, but it does have a component in the ignorable (p) direction. Therefore,
while the toroidal field will be retained as one scalar variable, the poloidal field will
be reduced to one scalar stream function, which will turn out to be the poloidal flux.
The remaining toroidal field will contain a known (applied) vacuum contribution
(zero order in E), and contributions which are related to p and F. In addition, the
stream function will also be related to p and F.
To obtain the desired relation between plasma diamagnetism and thermal en-
ergy, only the zero order solution of the Grad-Shafranov equation is required. The
resulting solution is usually expressed in terms of a dimensionless quantity called
the poloidal beta and denoted by 6p. The poloidal beta can be defined as the ra-
tio between the volume averaged plasma pressure and the magnetic stress at the
plasma surface due to the poloidal field. This quantity (0p) also appears in equa-
tions describing the major radial equilibrium of the plasma from which one can
obtain a measure of the magnetic energy stored in the force-free plasma current
[13],[14]. Since these equaticns come from the first order solution of the Grad-
Shafranov equation, some analysis related to them is also included. In particular
the effect of pressure anisotropy appears differently in the first order solution and
it is important to note this difference. A few higher order expressions are included
only for completeness, in that they comprise the first occurances of contributions
from all terms in the full Grad-Shafranov equation.
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The following derivation of the Grad-Shafranov equation closely follows that
given by Freidberg [3]. The coordinate systems for the following analysis are illus-
trated in Fig. 1.3.1. Since V -B = 0, the magnetic field can be written in terms
of the vector potential: B = V x A. Since there is no variation in the toroidal
direction, the poloidal magnetic field can be written in terms of a scalar stream
function. In cylindrical (R, p, z) coordinates, the curl of a vector is given by
V - 1 3aA aAo .OAR A 1 a 1OARJV x A = + O +i (RAw) - -_
R dz + &c z dR RaR R p
(2.1.5)
Since there is no variation in the p-direction, this reduces to
aAR aA,
BP =9 (2.1.6)
and
Bp = -- AW+ R- (RA.) (2.1.7)
or
1 89 13
B, = - R (RA,)+ - (RAw). (2.1.8)
R az R aR
Therefore, the magnetic field can be expressed in terms of two scalar quantities:
the toroidal magnetic field B,,, and the stream function 0, where
R Ap. (2.1.9)
B =A ( z )+ OB + R 1R (2.1.10)
Next, using
VxB=J, (2.1.11)
the current density can be written in terms of the same two quantities as
= 1 1
J = * 1 l O + 1-V(RBV) x 0, (2.1.12)
R R
where the differential operator A* is defined by
a 1 a 82
aRRc3R +Z 2
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The next step is to substitute these quantities into Eq. (2.1.1). The easiest way to
do this is to resolye Eq. (2.1.1) into components along B, along J, and along Vik.
The component along B yields
B - Vp = B -J x B = 0. (2.1.14)
This means that the pressure does not vary on a magnetic flux surface. Therefore,
the pressure can be expressed as a function of the single variable i.
p = p(#) (2.1.15)
The pressure gradient is therefore given by
Vp = dVP. (2.1.16)
dik
The component along J yields
J - Vp 0 (2.1.17)
which can be combined with Eq. (2.1.12) to yield
0 = [ V(RB,) x - V . (2.1.18)
.R I dO$
This means that the scalar function RB, F is also a function of the single variable
so that
RB, = F(P) (2.1.19)
and
VF = dFV. (2.1.20)dO
Physically, this means that electric current flows along magnetic flux surfaces, or
equivalently that magnetic flux surfaces are also electric current flux surfaces. Note
also that the quantity -F represents the poloidal current flux and is a stream function
for the poloidal current.
Finally, by using these results and taking the component of Eq. (2.1.1) along
VO one obtains
2d p d F
-- M*k = R + F--. (2.1.21)d b d$b
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which is the Grad-Shafranov equation. This equation gives the flux function, k, in
terms of the pressure p -and the poloidal current F.
2.2 Asymptotic Expansion of the Grad-Shafranov Equation
The operator A* can be written in toroidal (r, p, 0) coordinates as
.1 a ao 1 a20 1 aO sin 0 610
*.-r- +- ( 8Pcos - (2.2.1)
+r r88 R ar r 8
so that the Grad-Shafranov equation becomes
1 a ao 1 8 2 k 1 ( .iP sin0 ai 2 dP dF
--- r- + cos 6 -- - - - = -R -O - F d. (2.2.2)78 87 -- r 87 Ro r 86/d diP
The problem now is how to solve this equation. This is an inhomogeneous,
partial differential equation. In addition, since the forcing functions p and F are
functions of the dependent variable 0, it is also nonlinear. However, it will turn out
to be possible to obtain a useful solution to this equation by making an assumption
about the shape of the plasma and exploiting the smallness of the inverse aspect ratio
by means of an asymptotic expansion (which turns out to be a regular perturbation
series). Since the vacuum vessel and limiters in the Alcator C tokamak are circular,
the plasma will be assumed to form circular flux surfaces at initial breakdown.
Since the plasma position in Alcator C is maintained by a vertical field with no
significant quadrupole component, it can be shown that the flux surfaces will tend
to remain circular as the discharge evolves [101. Thus, the plasma will be assumed
to be circular to zero order in c. Also as E tends to zero and a remains finite,
RO must become infinite, so that the toroidal shape of the plasma becomes an
infinite circular cylinder. It then follows from symmetry that the flux surfaces must
be concentric cylinders, and that the stream function depends only on r. Thus
the zero order solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation will be only a function of
the minor radial coordinate. This reduces the zero order equation to an ordinary
differential equation.
The inverse aspect ratio, f, of the torus is given by
f =_ - < 1. (2.2.3)
Ro
For a tokamak, the magnetic field and pressure scale according to
BO EB, . (2.2.4)
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(2.2.5)
and
6B, ~ c2 BW (2.2.6)
where 6B is the plasma toroidal magnetization. These relations can be made
explicit by defining all quantities in terms of new, dimensionless quantities, scaled
so that all dimensionless quantities are of order 1. This is done in the following
definitions.
r ax, therefore 0 < r < a -+ 0< x < 1 (2.2.7)
R Roy(X, 0), y = 1 + EXcosO (2.2.8)
= RAO = (Roy)(EaBoa) (2.2.9)
f ya = dimensionless stream function (2.2.10)
p 2 .BoP (2.2.11)
F =RBW = RBp0 + RbB, = ROBo + RbBp M RoBo + RoyBo 2g (2.2.12)
= RoBo(l + E2 yg)
i = yg = dimensionless poloidal magnetization current (2.2.13)
This results in the following dimensionless Grad-Shafranov equation:
1 a Of 1 a2 f Of sindof 2 dP 2 di
-- + - cos# - y (1+E - (2.2.14)X X aX x2 902 y Ox X 0/ dF df
Note that the problem is regular in E so that a solution in terms of a series with
nonzero radius of convergence is expected. The new dimensionless quantities are
summarized below:
x = minor radial coordinate = r/a (2.2.15)
f = ya = poloidal flux = 0/(aERoBo) (2.2.16)
E = inverse aspect ratio = a/Ro (2.2.17)
y = major radial coordinate = R/RO = 1 + Ex cosB (2.2.18)
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p~, Bi ~ E2 B 2
e = poloidal angular coordinate (2.2.19)
P = kinetic pressure = p/ B) (2.2.20)
i = yg = poloidal magnetization current = RBQ,/(E2 RoBo) (2.2.21)
a = toroidal component of vector potential = A,/(EaBo) (2.2.22)
g = plasma diamagnetism = 6B/(E2 Bo) (2.2.23)
It is also helpful to define a dimensionless magnetic field:
b rb, + 6b, + Ob,
E2BO eB0  Bo (2.2.24)( 1 af 1) +b l f +1Ob
-X' +O --- + T
The solution will be expressed in terms of a regular perturbation series in E:
f(X, e) ~ fo(X) + efi(X, 0) + E2 f 2(z,O ) +-- (2.2.25)
The zero order solution is assumed to be independent of 0 because the calculation
is for a circular plasma. Any 0 dependence will be due to toroidal effects and will
be first order in 6. The major radial coefficients are expanded as
y = 1 + Ezcoso (2.2.26)
y2 = 1 + E2x cos 0 + E 2x 2 cos 2 o (2.2.27)
1/y~_1-ExcosB+E 2X2 cos2 o+... (2.2.28)
and the flux functions are Taylor expanded about the zero order solutions:
P(f) ~ P(fo) + EfiP'(fo) + E2 (f + f2 P"(fo) + ... (2.2.29)
i(f) i(fo) + Efi'(fo) + ffo) + - (2.2.30)
P'(f) - P'(fo) + Ef 1P"(fo) + E2 f2 +f2 P"'(fo) +- (2.2.31)
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i'(f) ~ i'(fo) + Efii"(fo) + 6E 2 fi + )
Substitutingtall these expansions into the Grad-Shafranov equation and retain-
ing terms to second order in E yields
1a a 1 a2
yo + EfI + E 2 f2 ) + 2 2(e!1+ 2f2)
- E(1- xcos)cos O (fo + Efi) + sin 0 fI
= -(1+ E2xcosO + 622 2 9) P, + EfIP" + E2 f +
- (1+ 62 i) [i' + Cfhi" + E2 Sf + f2 ) ' ].
(2.2.33)
Collecting powers of e yields
1( + fX -+a2 I +1~ a OXaf
+E2 a af 2
1 a2f,
2 a192 - cos 8 IOxJ
+ -cas2 +XCOS2 a + 1sin8 I
x OxJ
= -(P + i') - 6(fiP" + 2xcosOP' + fi")
+ f2 P"'+ 2xcos Of 1P" + x2 Cos+2 P + f2)' + ii']
(2.2.34)
from which the perturbation equations can be read off. The zero-order equation is
1 d dfo d
=
x dx (P + i), (2.2.35)
the first order equation is
dfo
- cos-dx
dP
- 2xcos- -
dfo
d 2
f- f---(P +),
d0o
and the second order equation is
1- 0 0fM
Xx OIx 9 + 2 (cos 8
(1 
f \ o
- X2 Cos2 dP
dfo
d2P
- 2x cos Of, 2-
d0
1 d
2 dfo
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f2) Pil]
1 - Of1
x ax Ox
1 1 2 f 1
+ 002 (2.2.36)
sin- f _xcos20 _
x 49X dx
(2.2.3.7)
f2) l"(vo) + -.-.- (2.2.32)
-. 2 1f 2
The tangential magnetic field
a fybe = -- (2.2.38)
ax
can be expanded to yield
dfo
-- = boo, (2.2.39)
= beI + x cos 0 bo, (2.2.40)
ax
and
- = b 2 + x cos 0 be. (2.2.41)
ax
And the radial magnetic field
Exyb,. = (2.2.42)ae
can be expanded to yield
8fi
= -xb,.o, (2.2.43)
and,
af 2 = -X(b + x cos 0 bo). (2.2.44)
2.3 Zero Order Solution of the Grad-Shafranov Equation
To obtain the desired relation between toroidal magnetization flux and plasma
pressure, it has already been anticipated that an integration over the poloidal cross-
section will be called for. In preparation for this, it is helpful to first eliminate the
dependent poloidal flux variable in favor of the -component of the magnetic field.
The zero-order equation can be written as
1 d dfo dx d
- -- + (P + i) = 0. (2.3.1)Xdx dx dfodX
Use of Eq. (2.2.39) enables this to be written as
b 2 d 1
--0- - 20 + p + i) = 0. (2.3.2)
x dx2
This equation is the radial pressure balance equation for the tokamak. It is a
relation between the three quantities P, i, and be. P is the plasma pressure and
i is a measure of the plasma diamagnetism, while be is a third quantity which to
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zero order is a measure of the plasma current. The radial pressure balance equation
can be solved for .the plasma toroidal magnetization flux in terms of the spatially
averaged kinetic pressure and the plasma toroidal current by multiplying by x (an
integrating factor), and integrating over the poloidal cross-section of the plasma
column. Since there is no p-variation, the spatial average of a quantity q becomes
(q(x, 0)) = q(x,O)dA = 3 -j, O)f dx d . (2.3.3)
For a quantity that has only radial variation, this reduces to
(q(x)) = 21 q(x)x dx. (2.3.4)
After multiplying Eq. (2.3.2) by x and integrating each term over the poloidal cross-
section, one obtains
[boo(x = 1)] 2 - (P) -2 ixdx= 0. (2.3.5)
The first term is a boundary term, where bgo(x = 1) represents the poloidal magnetic
field at the plasma surface. (The radial component is zero because the plasma
surface is a flux surface.) The remaining integral can be rewritten as
2/f1 2ixd=- ygxdx d
0 -0 0
1f27r f1 2v 12(-36Sj g(x, ) x dx dO + g(x,)2 cosOdxdO (2.3.6)
1
where the second integral on the second line is identically zero if the plasma magne-
tization is assumed to be symmetric about the line y = 1. (More will be said about
this assumption in Section 2.5.) 64 represents the plasma toroidal magnetization
and is given by
64 = g dA = Al (2.3.7)
where
AP= 2f aBwr dr d (2.3.8)
0 0
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is the plasma magnetization in MKS units. Using the result of Eq. (2.3.6) in
Eq. (2.3.5) yields.
1 1
(P) = - Ibeo(1)] 2 - -bo (2.3.9)2 7
Note that, since beo(1) is directly proportional to the plasma current, this expression
agrees with the prediction made in Eq. (1.3.8).
The poloidal beta, #p is now defined as the ratio of the spatially averaged
kinetic pressure (or perpendicular kinetic energy) to the poloidal field energy at the
plasma surface:
(F) (p))= .[BP)(P) (2.3.10)[ boo(1)] 2 Bo(a) ]2
The last expression is the definition in MKS, units. The final result is that the radial
pressure balance is described by the equation
= _ 264 82rBo MOP = 1 [bo = 1 - ,j2 (2.3.11)
7r [boo(l)| y 52
where the MKS expression comes from the zero-order approximation
Beo(a) = A (2.3.12)
27ra
and I is the plasma current.
2.4 First Order Solution of the Grad-Shafranov Equation
The first-order equation is
1a '9fi 1 a2f, dfo dP d2
--X + = cos-- - 2x cos6- - fi -- (P + i). (2.4.1)
X (x C : X2 502 dx dfo dfo
Assuming that the zero-order solution fo is known, the first-order equation is now
linear (but inhomogeneous). It is also separable. The substitution
fi(,9) = u(X)t(o) (2.4.2)
yields
t(0) 1 d du t"(0)u(x) dfo dP t(O) d2
z-X + -2---u()- (P + ). (2.4.3)
cosx ddx x cos :2 dx df0 cos df +
30 -
Since the first two terms on the right-hand side are independent of 0, every other
term must also be independent of 0, which requires
t oc cos 6 and t" oc cos 0.
Choosing t = cos 0 yields the following ordinary differential equation:
dfo dP
dx dfo
d2
- (P + )df
Using
dfo
dx = beo,
d 1 d
f- = 8-- T (2.4.6)
this can be written as
boo d du b2 dP
x dx = b+
[b90U [bo- d 1 ddx boo d9 (2.4.7)
After substituting the zero-order result
2
(P + i) - - (2.4.8)
(from Eq. (2.3.2)) and performing some manipulation, this can be written as
d 2 d 24 dPTx[bo* dz \ue x b -2x2 ( . .9)
One integration then yields
boo 2x 2 (P) +U ) =]
or
d
dx
(u
'b8O)
(P) - P
Ib22 0
After defining a dimensionless local internal inductance,
-(bj 0 )=1i b 2o x li( ),
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1 d du
x Txd
(2.4.4)
1
Su (2.4.5)
-( - 2x 2 P
1 (09).
+ 2 b2 .0
(2.4.10)
(2.4.11)
(2.4.12)
and a local poloidal beta,
(P) - P(X) (OP = b 0  O3P(x), (2-4.13)
and performing a second integration, the first-order solution is obtained:
f, = beo(x) cos 0 1'(p (t) + t dt (2.4.14)
This first order solution is concerned with the major radial equilibrium of the
plasma, as discussed by Pribyl [14] and Pickrell 113]. The plasma has a tendency to
expand in the major radial direction which can be counteracted by the application
of a vertical field which interacts with the plasma toroidal current. The intensity
of the required vertical field depends on the quantity fi and hence is a measure
of the quantity 3 p + li/2. In principle the measurement of the required vertical
field can be combined with the diamagnetic measurement to obtain a measure of
li/2. In the case of isotropic plasma pressure the poloidal beta used in the vertical
field measurement is related to the poloidal beta in the diamagnetic measurement
by #p(1) = #p from the diamagnetic measurement. However, as pointed out in
Chapter 3, the relationship is more complicated in the case of anisotropic pressure.
In that case, the poloidal beta from the diamagnetic measurement is influenced
only by the perpendicular pressure while the poloidal beta in the vertical field
measurement is influenced by both the perpendicular and parallel pressure.
2.5 Higher Order Corrections to the Poloidal Beta
In Alcator C the value of E is 1/4, which is a typical value for the inverse aspect
ratio of a tokamak. While this value is sufficiently small that one can be reasonably
confident that the perturbation series is convergent, it is also sufficiently large that
one should be worried about the accuracy of a measurement that contains no higher
order corrections. Actually, it is easy to show that the higher order corrections to
the poloidal beta are small enough to be neglected.
There are two places in the analysis where approximations have been made and
where corrections have to be investigated. First, consider Eqs. (2.2.29) and (2.2.30)
which are the asymptotic expansions of the plasma pressure and magnetization,
respectively. Mathematically, what was done to obtain Eq: (2.3.11) for the poloidal
beta was to truncate these expansions after the first term and then integrate over
the poloidal cross-section. Now consider the effect of including a first order term,
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such as EfiP'(fo) in the calculation. Since P'(fo) depends only on x and f,(x,O) =
u(x) cos 9 then it i§ clear.that these terms do not contribute when integrated over the
poloidal cross-section. Therefore, the next order correction from these expansions
is of order e2 , which is a reasonably small number.
The other approximation that was made occurred in Eq. (2.3.6), where the
second integral on the second line was zero because the plasma magnetization was
assumed to be symmetric about the line y = 1. The asymmetry about this line will
be due to the Shafranov shift [2j,[3j,[10],[12],[13],[14]. Since the Shafranov shift is
first order in e, and since g is proportional to )3p, this correction is of order E2 ,Ip
and therefore is also reasonably small.
These corrections were calculated numerically for a typical plasma by Shafranov
[18].
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CHAPTER 3: Tensor Representation of Plasma Equilibrium
3.1 Derivation of the Total Pressure Tensor
In this chapter, I will consider the case of a plasma with anisotropic kinetic
pressure. In this case, the formalism of the Grad-Shafranov equation is not very
helpful and a more direct approach by means of a total pressure tensor is more
appropriate. In this case, the pressure balance equation becomes
V -=JxB (3.1.1)
where B and J still satisfy Ampere's law
VxB=J (3.1.2)
and Gauss' law
V B .= 0. (3.1.3)
At any point in the plasma, the pressure in the direction of the magnetic field will
be different than the pressure perpendicular to the magnetic field. Therefore, in a
coordinate system in which the magnetic field lines lie along the third coordinate
curves (e.g. flux coordinates), the kinetic pressure tensor will be given by
pj- 0 0
S= 0 P-L 0 .(3.1.4)
0 0 P11
By transforming to a coordinate system in which
B = 83B = i 1 B1 + 2 B 2 + k3B 3 , (3.1.5)
_B
83 = B (3.1.6)B
and
61 X 82 = 63, (3.1.7)
this can be written more generally as
P = xixip-L + xCix B (PI - P) (3.1.8)
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or
BB
. . = pJ+(p 1 - p)- , (3.1.9)
where I is the identity matrix.
By combining the pressure balance equation with Ampere's law and Gauss' law,
the equilibrium condition can be written in terms of a total pressure tensor, which
is the sum of the kinetic pressure tensor and the magnetic stress tensor. To do this,
Eq. (3.1.1) is combined with Eq. (3.1.2) to obtain
V.+Bx(VxB)=0. (3.1.10)
The cross product can then be written as the divergence of a tensor by applying
some vector identities and using Gauss' law as follows:
B x (V x B) = jV(B 2 ) - (B -V)B
= V - (-jB21) - V (BB) + B(V - B) (3.1.11)
= V - (B2I - BB).
Thus, the equilibrium condition can be written as
V -t = 0, (3.1.12)
where t is the total pressure tensor, and is given by
2 = B2 1 - BB. (3.1.13)
The elements of I are
tij = tj bi - B2  + tiB (3.1.14)
where
t = p + B2(3.1.15)
and
= p1 - IB 2. (3.1.16)
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This pressure balance can now be rendered dimensionless by making the follow-
ing definitions in addition to those made in Chapter 2:
P E2B 2  (3.1.17)
P1 E2BP 1  (3.1.18)
p e2S~g,(3.1.19)
from which it follows that
t = B T 1  (3.1.20)
and
t = Bo (3.1.21)
where
T1 f + jf4b2 + b2 + 2 b2 (3.1.22)
and
T 2p1 _ -4 2 - 2 _1 2 b. (3.1.23)
As usual, all the new dimensionless quantities are of order 1.
The equilibrium condition can now be. written as
V -T = 0, (3.1.24)
where V refers to the dimensionless system (x, p, 0) and T is the dimensionless
tensor given by
T =P + .b 21 - bb (3.1.25)
2
and having elements
Tij = T 1 64; - + Tib . (3.1.26)
3.2 Solution for the Radial Pressure Balance
The equilibrium condition Eq. (3.1.24) consists of three scalar equations. In
toroidal coordinates, with 8/d = 0, these equations are as follows:
18 1 /T'
(xTZ) + - -T + - [cos O(T ,,) - sinO Te-] = 0 (3.2.1)xx X I 0 (1T o) Y.
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(XTax )+ T, +E [cos 0 (T, + Tg,) - sin e (Tva + Top) = 0 (3.2.2)
(XT,)+ Te- + [cosOTze+sin0(Tpp- Tee)]=0 (3.2.3)
To fourth order in e, the elements of T are given by:
TIZ ~ 2 + C2 (P1 + Ib2) - je'b (3.2.4)
TZ, = To. ~- 2bSb, + j(Pjj - b1 (3.2.5)
TZe = Te, ~, - 3 bbe (3.2.6)
_.b2 2 pl +_j2)+ E42 21
TVIP -jb2 + E2 (Pi1 + b ) + E[ (P± - P11) + b (3.2.7)
Tpe = T, ~ -Ebobp + E3 (Pli - be (3.2.8)
(~p
Tee ~ + f2 (P± - 1b 2) + c [(Pl - pL) -+ b] (3.2.9)
By substituting these expansions into Eqs. (3.2.1), (3.2.2), and (3.2.3) one obtains
the following three equations:
1a x [Ib2 + IE2 (P1- + -b2) - {E4 b }
(Ebbe)+1b 2  (P -b )+E p -P) + b] (3.2.10)
+ {cos [b , + E2 (pj p)1 + E bbe sin O} 0
y
I a X [E2bbw + E(P± 
- Pii)--] } + 1 aEbebP + E3 (P± -p
STb I(3.2.11)
+ 2E2cos 0 brbw - sin ebW + 2E3(P1 -= 0
1 I 2 Ebe(p 2)])~]
[X(f 3 b,be)] - [1b2p+ 2 (P - b -E (2b,.b1
X X . IE X(3.2.12)
+ _ {E3brb6 cos+ sinG [b2 + E2(PI - P|- b2)]} = 0
y
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To investigate radial pressure balance, the magnetic fields and pressures are
expanded in powers of F as follows:
br ~ bro + Ebr 1 + E2b 4 2 +-- (3.2.13)
be ~ bo + Ebe1 + E 2 + (3.2.14)
b, ~ b~o + (2 (go + Eg + E2 92 + -- )(3.2.15)
bwo= = 1 ~1- eXcosa + E2 2 cos 2  +--- (3.2.16)
y 1+EXcosa
P1 ~ P1 o + EP11 + f2P1 2 +*-- (3.2.17)
Pj ~ Pilo + EPili + E2 P112 +- (3.2.18)
These expansions are then substituted into Eq. (3.2.10) and powers of E are collected
as was done with the Grad-Shafranov equation. The zero and first order equations
are trivially satisfied. The second order equation is
d 1 d (i b 2
-(P± + g) + +-= 0, (3.2.19)drxdx \2 2x
where subscripts of 0 are omitted from all quantities for brevity. This equation can
be rewritten as
2d d ( ) b 0
-0(P + g) + , (3.2.20)
Z X dx 2J
which can be integrated in the same manner as Eq. (2.3.2) to obtain
1
(P±) = I[be(x = 1)12 - -64. (3.2.21)2r
Thus, the poloidal beta for an anisotropic plasma is a measure of only the perpen-
dicular pressure and is given by
_(Pw) 1-26q4
fP ) = 1 - .o (3.2.22)
Iba(1) ;rb(
Note that this expression is identical to the result for an isotropic plasma
(Eqs. (2.3.10) and (2.3.11)) except for the replacement of P by P1 . This shows that
the diamagnetic measurement is a measurement of only the perpendicular thermal
energy of the plasma. Note that this is consistent with the simple models from
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PLASMA
TOROIDAL SURFACE
POLOIDAL SURFACE
Figure 3.3.1. An infinitesimal toroidal wedge of plasma. There is a net outward force
acting on each such wedge which must be counteracted by application of a vertical field
which interacts with the plasma current.
Section 1.2. This will not be true for the #p that appears in the toroidal force
balance in the next section.
3.3 Solution for the Toroidal Force Balance
In Section 2.4 it was noted that the poloidal beta appears in the equations de-
scribing toroidal equilibrium of the plasma. It turns out that the confining fields
required for radial pressure balance are not completely sufficient for plasma equi-
librium. After all the radial forces are balanced, there still remains a net outward
force in the R-direction. This force can be balanced by the application of a ver-
tical field, which interacts with the toroidal plasma current to produce a force in
the -R-direction. A measurement of the vertical field required to balance the out-
ward force yields a measurement of the quantity Op + l/2. In the case of isotropic
pressure, the fp from the vertical field measurement is the local poloidal beta of
Eq. (2.4.13), evaluated at x = 1 (i.e., at the plasma surface) and hence is the same
poloidal beta as that obtained from the diamagnetic measurement. By combining
the diamagnetic measurement with the vertical field measurement, it is then possi-
ble to measure Op and 4i/2 separately. This then yields separate measurements of
the thermal energy content and the magnetic field energy content of the plasma.
This will not be true for a plasma with anisotropic kinetic pressure. As shown
in Eq. (3.2.22), the poloidal beta from the diamagnetic measurement is a measure
of only the perpendicular component of the plasma pressure. I will now show that
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this is not true of the poloidal beta from the vertical field measurement. The way
I will do this is to consider an infinitesimal toroidal wedge of plasma, as shown
in Fig. (3.3.1), ind calculate the net outward expansion force that needs to be
counteracted. Since the force density at a point in space is given by the divergence
of the total pressure tensor, the net force on the toroidal wedge can be calculated by
integrating V - T over the volume of the wedge. This calculation can be facilitated
by making some observations. First, the divergence theorem,
JV - TdV = i -iTdS, (3.3.1)
eliminates the need to take the divergence of the tensor, resulting in simpler in-
tegrations. Next, note that the pressure tensor can be separated into a vacuum
contribution plus a plasma contribution. Obviously, the vacuum contribution will
not contribute to the surface integral, so it can be subtracted off first. The vacuum
component of T is given by
To = (Jda - 00 + 00)}b2o. (3.3.2)
The plasma contribution to the pressure tensor, denoted by ALT = T - To, is given
to second order in E by
ATZz ~ 2 (P± + b + g) (3.3.3)
AT., = ATvp E2 b, (3.3.4)
A Te = ATe- 0 (e3 ) (3.3.5)
A T,~ e2 (Pl + I- g) (3.3.6)
ATwp = ATe ~- ebe/y (3.3.7)
ATee ~ c2 (P± - Ib2 + g). (3.3.8)
By symmetry, it is clear that any net force on the plasma must be in the major
radial direction. Therefore, the major radial component may be extracted before
performing the integration. Thus, the calculation to be done is
f- V - ATdV= (fi - AT) - dS. (3.3.9)
JV Js
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First, consider the integration over the poloidal surfaces of the wedge. On one
of these surfaces, the normal component of the stress tensor is given by
ST = AT - ( AT + eOTIAT= + T.,= OATp +:iATw + AT,.
(3.3.10)
There is no contribution from AT, because, since the Shafranov shift is first order
in e, AT., is symmetric about x = 0 to second order in E, while R is antisymmetric.
There is also no contribution from A TO, because all scalar quantities are symmetric
about the toroidal midplane, but the major radial component of 9 is antisymmetric.
Therefore, there is a net toroidal force acting on this surface which is given by
Fo= ATwp dS = C2 (P1 + 1b - g) xdd6 (./ // 228 (3.3.11)
= e2 (7r (pF1 ) + .r (b2) - 64).
The net outward force due to the toroidal forces on each of the two surfaces is given
by
FRI = 2F, sin(dp/2) = d pF. (3.3.12)
By using the result
-60 = r (PF) - 1rb2(1) (3.3.13)
from radial force balance (Eq. (3.2.21)), this can be written as
FRI = d~p [7r (P) + 7r (P_1 ) + -17 (62) _ 1rb2(l) (3.3.14)2R a2 24 )
Now consider the integration over the toroidal surface of the wedge. In this
case, the normal component of the pressure tensor is given by
fn -T =R - (UATz + RbA Te + RAT = iLATZx + bA Txe + OATx,. (3.3.15)
There is no contribution from A Te because it is zero to second order in C. (In fact,
since b, = 0 on the surface of the plasma, it is zero to third order also.) There
is also no contribution from AT,, because b, = 0 on the surface of the plasma.
Therefore, the net outward force is given by -FR2, where
FR2 = (dp/c) j2 A Tx,(i -R)y d = (dp/e) I ATzzy cos 0 dO. (3.3.16)
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The reason for the minus sign is that FR2 is actually the force that would have
to be applied to the plasma in order to prevent it from moving. This would be
the negative of the outward expansion force. The extra factor of 1/E is necessary
for consistency with the integral in Eq. (3.3.11) when converting to dimensionless
coordinates. Since, P1 and g are both zero at the surface of the plasma, this force
reduces to
FR2 = ed j }b2(1)(1 + E cos ) cos 0 de. (3.3.17)
The poloidal field at the plasma surface is approximated as that due to a toroidal
current filament, located at a position such that the radial magnetic field is zero at
z = 1 for all 0:
be(1) = beo(1) [1 - E cos () . (3.3.18)
The integration is now straightforward:
2,r
FR2 = Edpj b2 1- 2ecosO(In g - O)+E 2 COS 2 0(n A _ 1)2 (1 + EcosO) cosOdO
= }b 0 edp cos 0 - 2E cos2 (ln - 1) + o(E)] dO
= -E2dp7rb o(1) (ln g - 1)
(3.3.19)
The total outward expansion force that must be counteracted by the application
of a vertical field is now given by adding these two forces.
FR1 -FR 2  _ ((PK1) + (P-)) 1 (bg) 8 3F + b +lIn- -
17rE2db() 2b 0() E 2(3.2
l)8 3
= Op + - + In - 32 f 2
where
((P11) + (PO))OP 1 + (P) (3.3.21)
~bi 0 (1)
and
2 2 . (3.3.22)
lbo (1)
Note that the poloidal beta in Eq. (3.3.21) is not the same as that given by the
diamagnetic measurement in Eq. (3.2.22). The poloidal beta from the diamagnetic
measurement is a measure of only the perpendicular pressure, while the poloidal
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beta from the vertical field measurement is a measure of the average of the perpen-
dicular pressure and the parallel pressure. If these two measurements are combined
in order to obtahi a measure of li, there will be an error due to this effect. If the
pressure anisotropy is not too large, the error might be tolerable; however, if the
anisotropy is not small enough, these results, which are based on ideal MHD, may
not be valid at all [2]. Thus one should be very careful when using diamagnetic and
vertical field measurements on plasmas with pressure anisotropy.
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CHAPTER 4: Experimental Apparatus
4.1 Overall Description of the System
In this chapter the experimental apparatus of Fig. 1.1.2 will be discussed in de-
tail. The function of the apparatus is to use the diamagnetic loops and the rogowski
coil to measure the plasma toroidal magnetization flux. The diamagnetic loops are
supposed to link the toroidal flux due to the toroidal field magnet, the plasma dia-
magnetism, and the force-free current, while the rogowski coil is supposed to link a
flux proportional to the applied vacuum toroidal field only. The difference between
these two fluxes should then be a measure of the plasma toroidal magnetization.
An additional rogowski coil is used to measure the plasma current, from which the
linkage due to the force-free current can be calculated. Subtracting this linkage flux
from the plasma magnetization then yields the plasma diamagnetism. However, the
plasma magnetization is much smaller in magnitude than the toroidal field so that
an accurate measurement of the diamagnetism will be very difficult. Consider the
following example calculation. The bulk magnetic susceptibility of the plasma is
1 B2(a)
X = a2Bo 2 BO( 6P
but the fraction of the diamagnetic loop signal due to plasma diamagnetism is
slightly lower. If the radius if the diamagnetic loop is c, then this fraction is given
by
G2
a = x. (4.1.2)
Taking typical Alcator C parameters:
a = 0.16m (4.1.3)
c = 0.20m (4.1.4)
BO = 8T (4.1.5)
Be = -- (4.1.6)27ra
I = 300kA (4.1.7)
one obtains
a = 0.0007(1 - Op) (4.1.8)
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Thus, the diamagnetic signal is approximately four orders of magnitude smaller than
the total signal. Consequently, in order to obtain a measurement of the poloidal
beta accurate to'ten percent, the signals from the diamagnetic loops and the ro-
gowski coil must be accurate to within one part in one hundred thousand. In order
to minimize the sensitivity of the instrumentation circuit to interference signals,
several diamagnetic loops were used to provide as strong a signal as possible. The
stronger signal thus required less gain in the integrator (i.e., a larger integration
time constant), so that the integrator was easier to stabilize. The instrumentation
circuit was designed to utilize all three of the diamagnetic loops that were origi-
nally installed on Alcator C. However, since one of the loops was in use for another
magnetic diagnostic and it was desired to avoid interference between the diamag-
netic instrumentation and the other diagnostic, only the remaining two loops were
actually used for the diamagnetic measurement.
Since the plasma magnetization is so small compared to other magnetic fields
that are present, the apparatus will be extremely sensitive to interference sources
such as linkages of extraneous magnetic fields. In addition to the toroidal field and
the plasma magnetization there are various poloidal fields present in the tokamak
which can appear in the signals from either the diamagnetic loops or the rogowski
coil. These fields include the vertical (or EF* ) field, the OH field (due to the OH
transformer), the horizontal (or HF) field, and the field due to the plasma current.
Since these fields are supposed to be purely poloidal and the diamagnetic loops
are supposed to lie in poloidal planes, these fields ideally would not be linked by
the loops. However, if the loops are not perfectly oriented and/or the fields are
not perfectly poloidal, then some extraneous linkage will appear. Also, since it is
physically impossible to construct a perfect rogowski coil, there can be extraneous
linkage in the rogowski coil signal also.
On Alcator C, the extraneous linkage from the rogowski coil was minimized by
utilizing an unusual construction design and locating the rogowski coil at a remote
location from the tokamak. After the apparatus was installed, the linkages to the
various poloidal fields were observed. The linkages to the OH, the EF, and the
plasma current were found to be significant. It was possible to measure the linkage
to the OH and EF directly by running the tokamak without plasma. By exciting
the OH and EF coils individually, the effect of their linkage could be observed
as a signal at the output of the instrumentation circuit. Auxiliary rogowski coils
* The initials "EF" stand for "equilibrium field", indicating that this field is necessary
for major radial equilibrium.
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were then installed on the EF and OH power supplies. Their signals were fed into
the instrumentati'on circuit and adjusted to exactly compensate for the observed
linkage. The linkage test was then repeated with the application of full toroidal field
to determine if the linkage was significantly affected by distortions of the vacuum
vessel due to compression of the magnet structure. Fortunately, no observable effect
was detected. The linkage to the HF field was insignificant.
Measurement of plasma current linkage was considerably more difficult. Obvi-
ously, it is impossible to produce a plasma current in the tokamak without exciting
all the other fields that are necessary to produce and confine the plasma. However,
the effect of reversing either the toroidal field or the plasma current (discussed in
Section 1.3) provides a method for estimating this linkage. As explained in Sec-
tion 1.3, reversal of the plasma current has no effect on the linkages of the plasma
diamagnetism or the force-free current by the diamagnetic loop. However, it does
reverse the linkage of the toroidal plasma current. In Alcator C, it is actually
more practical to reverse the toroidal field than the plasma current. In this case,
the plasma diamagnetism and the force-free current linkages will reverse, while the
plasma toroidal current linkage will remain the same.
This suggests a possible procedure for measuring the plasma current linkage. All
that is necessary is to produce two plasma discharges with opposite toroidal fields,
but otherwise identical. 'Then, when the signals from these two discharges are added,
the effects of the plasma diamagnetism and force-free current from one discharge
will exactly cancel the corresponding signals from the other discharge, while the
plasma toroidal current linkages will add. The result should be a signal that is
twice the plasma current linkage. Once this linkage is measured, the appropriate
amount of plasma current signal can be subtracted from the plasma magnetization
signal during data processing.
The difficulty with this procedure is that it requires that the two discharges be
identical. By "identical", it should be clear that what is meant is that the discharges
have the same values of toroidal field, plasma current, poloidal beta, and internal
inductance, since these are the parameters that determine the linkages due to the
various fields that are of concern. However, since reversal of the toroidal field also
reverses particle drifts, it is not really possible for the two discharges to be identical.
This limits the accuracy with which the plasma current linkage can be determined.
4.2 Precision Rogowski Coil
The principle on which the operation of a rogowski coil is based is Ampere's law.
If one is interested in measuring the current flowing through a conductor, one could
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CRETURN CONDUCTOR
Figure 4.2.1. Conventional rogowski coil. The design of any rogowski coil is based on
Ampere's law (Eq. (4.2.1)), where C is an arbitrary closed contour spanning a surface S
and I is the current flux through S. Some of the details for optimum construction of the
conventional rogowski coil are shown on the right. The turns must be small compared to
the scale length for magnetic field gradients, and normal to the curve C. The helicity must
be concentrated along some curve along which a return conductor is run to compensate
for the net single turn along C. (It is usually impractical to wind a rogowski coil exactly
in this manner, so the turns would normally be simple helical turns.)
imagine encircling the conductor by an arbitrary closed contour C (Fig. 4.2.1). The
magnetic field along C is now related to the current in the conductor by
i H-dl= IJC
(4.2.1)
where dl is an element of arc length along C and I is the current flowing through
the conductor. To construct a coil that links a flux approximately proportional to
I, one would construct a tightly wound coil, with turns of small cross-sectional area,
whose axis is the curve C.
There are several considerations involved in the accuracy with which the flux
linkage of the rogowski coil approximates the current in the conductor. First, the
flux linkage of an individual turn of the coil is actually an integral of the magnetic
field over a surface spanned by the turn. In order that the flux linkage of the
turn approximate the magnetic field at a particular point on the curve C, the cross
sectional area of the coil must be sufficiently small that the magnetic field does not
vary significantly in magnitude or direction across the area of a turn. This tends to
limit the sensitivity of the coil. Second, in order to accurately select the component
of the field along dl, it is important that the normal to the turn be parallel to dl. This
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Figure 4.2.2. Oblique view of the precision rogowski coil used for the diamagnetic mea-
surement on Alcator C. The substantial one inch thick frame helps to minimize distortions
caused by vibrations of the TF current conductor during a discharge. By fabricating the
frame from insulating material, distortions in the magnetic field that might have resulted
from eddy currents in the frame may be avoided.
requires that the coil be wound very carefully, in such a manner that all the helicity
of the windings is concentrated at one point on each turn, as illustrated in Fig. 4.2.1.
Third, once a coil is wound in this manner, there is a net single turn along C which
must be compensated for by running a return wire along C. This is necessary to'
make the coil insensitive to currents flowing external to C. The best way to orient
the return wire is to coincide with the connections between consecutive turns, as
shown in Fig. 4.2.1. Fourth, the continuous integration indicated in Eq. (4.2.1),
will actually be approximated by a discrete sum over the individual turns. To
minimize discreteness errors, there must be many turns, and they must be tightly
wound. This tends to make construction of an accurate conventional rogowski coil
extremely tedious.
The design of the rogowski coil also has an impact on the design of the instru-
mentation circuit. Since a very strong signal will be needed from the coil, it is
necessary that the instrumentation circuit have a sufficiently large input impedance
that excessive current is not drawn from the coil. That is, the L/R time constant
associated with the coil inductance and the circuit input impedance must not be
too large. Otherwise the field due to the self-inductance of the rogowski coil will
perturb the field being measured. Since a large inductance is needed to produce a
strong signal, this requires that the circuit input impedance also be large. However,
this same high impedance makes the circuit more susceptible to electromagnetic
interference, which tends to limit the signal-to-noise ratio.
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Figure 4.2.3. Details of the precision rogowski coil. The windings for the coil were
etched on double-sided printed circuit boards. Identical patterns were etched on each
side of the board with the connection between them made by a plated through hole.
Connections between boards crossed over the return conductor to minimize flux linkage of
the interconnecting conductors.
Normally, all this care is not required in the construction of a rogowski coil
for a typical application such as the measurement of the plasma toroidal current.
However, because of the extreme accuracy needed for the diamagnetic measurement,
errors due to the inaccuracies discussed above can appear in the present application.
The most serious error experienced when a conventional rogowski coil was used for
diamagnetic measurements on Alcator C was due to current redistribution effects
in the TF supply bus. The TF supply bus for Alcator C was constructed of large
aluminum I-beams. Because of the lack of circular symmetry, variations in the
magnetic field as the current penetrated into the volume of the bus caused significant
errors in the rogowski coil signal.
To solve these problems, a specially constructed, precision rogowski coil was
used on the TF supply bus for Alcator C (see Fig. 4.2.2 and Fig. 4.2.3). This
rogowski coil is similar in design and construction to the rogowski coil used on
PDX 120). The advantages in this design are that the principle of operation of
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Figure 4.2.4. Geometry of the precision rogowski coil. The coil is constructed in the
shape of a torus with arbitrary poloidal cross-section. If the toroidal cross-section is
circular, then it is not necessary for the area A to be small compared to the scale length
for magnetic field variations. This is because the circular toroidal cross section allows a
curve C(R) to be associated with each differential element of area dA uniformly for each
turn.
the precision rogowski coil does not require the approximation that the area of a
turn be small, while the satisfaction of the other requirements is facilitated by the
method of construction, except for the fourth one: that the turns be closely spaced.
The major disadvantage is that it is very difficult to construct a precision rogowski
coil with many turns. To investigate this problem, the flux linkage of the coil was
calculated numerically for current filaments in various locations, both internal and
external to the coil. It was found that the errors due to discreteness for a coil with
180 boards were at worst seven orders of magnitude below the total signal. This
error is less than the estimated error due to mechanical inaccuracies in the coil
construction.
The theory of operation of the precision rogowski coil is discussed below. The
rogowski coil is assumed to have a circular toroidal cross section; however, it is not
necessary to assume anything about the size or shape of the turns except that they
all be the same (see Fig. 4.2.4). That is, the precision rogowski coil must have
perfect toroidal symmetry, but it can have an arbitrary poloidal cross-section. In
particular, it is not necessary to assume that the turns are small. It is still necessary
to require that the turns be oriented normal to the toroidal direction, but the design
of the coil facilitates achieving this during construction.
The flux linkage of the coil is calculated as the sum over all turns of the integral
over the area of each turn of the toroidal component of the magnetic field:
N
=1 A B fidA (4.2.2)
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Figure 4.2.5. Original rogowski coil. This coil was too sensitive to current redistribution
effects. The most likely explanation for this is the close proximity of the coil to the
conductor necessary to avoid short circuiting the toroidal field voltage. At the beginning of
the toroidal field pulse, the current tends to flow mostly near the surface of the conductor.
Under these conditions, the magnetic field would not be very consistent over the area of a
single turn of the rogowski coil.
where N is the number of turns and the unit normal vector is given according to
the coordinate systems shown in Fig. 1.3.1, by
fi = 0. (4.2.3)
Now consider the set of circular contours C(R) of radius R, centered about the axis
of the torus of the coil. By interchanging the order of summation and integration,
the summation can be approximated by an integral over C(R). The element of arc
length along C will be
dl = Rodp (4.2.4)
which is constant in magnitude over C(R) for fixed R. Let
N 2AR
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Figure 4.2.6. Cross-section of the TF current bus at the connection to the TF current
power supply. There was sufficient space at this location to facilitate the installation of
the precision rogowski coil. An additional advantage of this location was that it was the
most remote location from the tokamak at which the TF current was accessible.
Now the flux linkage of the rogowski coil can be calculated as
A 27rR JA 2 7r _N.o (426
Nff ( d dA (4.2.6)2~r lAR jC /
p foN dA
2r AR
Thus, the flux linkage of the coil is directly proportional to the current in the
conductor, the number of turns, and the geometrical factor indicated by the inte-
gration. In particular, the flux linkage is totally independent of the distribution of
the current density in the conductor. This is only true for a conventional rogowski
coil to the extent that the variation of the magnetic field within the area of a turn
can be neglected.
The location of the rogowski coil presented another problem. The original coil,
which was too sensitive to current redistribution effects, was located on the I-beam
TF current supply bus, as shown in Fig. 4.2.5. It was physically impossible to install
this new coil in the same location. However, the connection of the TF bus to the TF
supply was by means of the copper bars shown in Fig. 4.2.6. There was sufficient
space at this point for the rogowski coil installation. A further advantage of this
location is that it is fairly remote from the tokamak, so that extraneous poloidal
flux linkages of the rogowski coil were minimized.
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Figure 4.3.1. Block diagram of the instrumentation circuit.
4.3 The Instrumentation Circuit
The signals from the TF rogowski coil, the diamagnetic loops, and the aux-
iliary EF and OH rogowski coils were fed into the instrumentation circuit shown
in Fig. 4.3.1. In the mixer, these signals are combined to produce a signal that
represents the time derivative of the plasma magnetization. The integrator then
produces a signal proportional to the plasma magnetization flux which is amplified
and then filtered to remove high frequency (> 100 Hz) noise. The output is then
fed into a data display system for display in the Alcator C control room, and a data
digitizer for storage on the Alcator Vax-11 computer. The signal fed to the display
system is more heavily filtered than the signal fed to the computer. This way, a
recognizable signal can be observed on the display while a more flexible, digital
filtration routine can be employed for further data processing.
A great deal of experimentation was involved in the design of the instrumenta-
tion circuit. The major design constraint was the extraordinary sensitivity required
for the integrator. It was necessary to have a total integration time of several sec-
onds and an overall integration time constant on the order of. 500 microseconds for
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Figure 4.3.2. Schematic diagrams of the mixer and integrator including the sample-and-
hold and trigger circuits.
an output signal on the order of one volt. The result was an integrator that tended
to be extraordinarily sensitive to noise and difficult to stabilize.
The operational amplifiers used in the integrator and sample and hold were
special, high performance devices: the #OP-27 ultra low noise, precision operational
amplifier manufactured by Precision Monolithics Incorporated (PMI). Some of the
characteristics of the device are listed below.
Noise level: 80 nV p-p 0.1 Hz to 10Hz, 3 nV/V/iH at 1KHz
Stability: 0.2 MV/Month, 0.2 pV/C
Slew rate: 2.8 V/s
Input offset voltage: 10 AV
CMRR: 126 db
Input offset current: 7 nA
Input bias current: 10 nA
Input resistance: 6 M11
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Figure 4.3.3. Compensation for TF voltage interference. The input to this circuit is
connected directly across the toroidal field bus. The output is connected in parallel with
the output of the mixer, to the input of the integrator. The Thivenin equivalent resistance
of this network is small compared to the capacitive reactance. Therefore, the effect of this
network is to introduce a TF voltage signal at the output of the integrator which can be
adjusted to exactly cancel the observed TF voltage interference.
These characteristics are so good that the corresponding characteristics of the in-
strumentation circuit are completely dominated by the passive components. Thus,
in the design of the circuit, there are none of the standard networks for compen-
sation of nonideal operational amplifier characteristics, because it was found that
any such network tended only to introduce noise in the circuit. The result was the
simple "textbook" circuit design of Fig. 4.3.2.
The mixer is shown in Fig. 4.3.2. It was found that the stability of the integrator
could be greatly improved if active components could be avoided before the input of
the integrator. This is because active components tend to have small output offset
voltages (which generally vary in time) that cause the output of the integrator to
drift. Therefore, a purely resistive network was employed for the mixer. There was
a serious common mode component in the input due to capacitive coupling between
the potential present on the TF bus and the rogowski coil. This noise signal could be
minimized by grounding the center tap of the rogowski coil and carefully matching
the resistors in the mixer to achieve perfect symmetry. By combining the resistors
shown in Fig. 4.3.2 with small trimmer resistors, it was possible to match resistances
in corresponding legs of the various inputs to within one ohm. After all this, there
was still a significant TF voltage present in the output of the instrumentation circuit
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Figure 4.3.4. The transfer function for an ideal integrator has a pole at the origin and
hence is a marginally stable device. The conventional method for stabilizing an integrator
is to move the pole slightly to the left by introducing dissipation in the feedback loop.
This would introduce excessive "integrator droop" and hence is not used in the present
application.
which could only be eliminated by installation of the circuit shown in Fig. 4.3.3* .
The integrator is shown in Fig. 4.3.2. An integrator, by definition, is a marginal-
ly stable device, with a pole at the origin of the complex frequency response plane
(Fig. 4.3.4). The standard method of stabilizing an integrator is to move the pole
slightly into the left half-plane by introducing dissipation in the feedback network.
However, this method is inappropriate for this integrator because the resulting
integrator drift is too large for an integrator of this sensitivity integrating for eight
seconds.
Instead, an active auto-zero circuit, similar to that used by Pribyl [14J, was
used to stabilize the integrator. The auto zero circuit consists of the standard
555 monostable circuit and the sample and hold circuit shown in Fig. 4.3.2. In
the quiescent state, the FET conducts, providing a high gain negative feedback
signal to the integrator which drives the output to zero. When a plasma discharge
is initiated on the tokamak, the 555 is triggered just before the initiation of the
TF current. The FET then turns off and whatever voltage was necessary at the
input of the sample and hold to compensate for integrator offset is stored in the
capacitor. Therefore, the output of the integrator will represent the integral of the
change in the input due to the plasma discharge. The only extraneous signal will
* This signal was probably caused by eddy currents induced in the wall of the vacuum
chamber of the tokamak. See Section 6.2.
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Figure 4.3.5. Amplifier and filters for output stage of instrumentation circuit. The
output to the data system is more heavily filtered than the output to the digitizer, so
that a more flexible digital filter routine can be employed in data processing. The only
filtration implemented for the digitizer signal is what is necessary to avoid aliasing in the
sampling operation.
be whatever change in the interference signal occurs at the input during the plasma
discharge. Most of this change is interference from other circuits in the vicinity,
whose effects are minimized by careful shielding of the circuit. The resistances of
the two 1M resistors were matched to within one ohm, including the effect of the
output impedance of the operational amplifier.
Normally, an auto-zero circuit like this one would include a device such as a
relay or FET connected in parallel with each integrator capacitor, to be shorted
just before each discharge, insuring that the integrator output was driven to zero.
However, it was found that this integrator was so sensitive that any such device
tended to inject an error signal when it was triggered that was large enough to
completely destroy the equilibrium of the circuit. The sample and hold circuit
alone was sufficient to maintain the stability of the integrator as well as drive the
output to zero within a few seconds after the end of the integration time.
The amplifier and filter circuits shown in Fig. 4.3.5 are entirely conventional
in design. The function of the filter is to remove high frequency noise present
in the signal. Some of this noise can be attributed to vibration of the TF bus
during a discharge, which sets up vibrations in the rogowski coil and corresponding
fluctuations in the flux linkage. However, it is entirely possible that some of the
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noise may be due to eddy currents induced in the vacuum chamber wall, as discussed
in Section 6.2.
Because of the sensitivity of the integrator, it was necessary to take precau-
tions to avoid interference pickup by the circuit. The circuit was constructed in a
fully shielded enclosure, to minimize pickup from nearby equipment, and the power
supply was mounted in a separate shielded enclosure. The integrator was found
to be extremely sensitive to leakage currents flowing on the surface of the circuit
board, the primary source of trouble being transients from the monostable trigger
circuit. The pulses from that circuit had a tendency to appear at the input of the
integrator, causing significant drift in the output. In order to eliminate these effects
it was necessary to thoroughly wash each circuit board in a solvent to remove all
traces of solder flux from the surface. In addition, the entire device was constructed
of modular design, with separate circuit boards for different sections of the circuit.
Board 1 contained the mixer, board 2 contained the integrator and sample and
hold, board 3 contained the trigger circuit, and board 4 contained the amplifier and
filters. By segregating the circuit this way, it was possible to make modifications
on boards 1, 3, and 4 without having to rewash the board each time. In particular,
separating the trigger circuit from the integrator had a dramatic effect in reducing
leakage current problems.
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CHAPTER 5: Some Experimental Results
5.1 Calculation of the Enermy Confinement Time
Now consider how a measurement of the plasma poloidal beta might be put
to practical use. If it is desired to have a measurement of the volume averaged
plasma kinetic pressure, the poloidal beta can be combined with a measurement of
the plasma toroidal current to obtain a measure of the pressure directly from the
definition of the poloidal beta:
(p) = 9P* = (51.12pAo 87r 2a 2
The bulk plasma thermal energy can then be obtained by means of the equation of
state as follows:
p = nTj =E (5.1.2)
3 E3
where Ej is the thermal energy associated with species j and E is the thermal
energy density of the plasma. The bulk plasma thermal energy U is then given by
U = 3 (p) V (5.1.3)
where V is the volume of the plasma. Such information would be useful to someone
doing an RF heating or current drive experiment, to separate thermal and magnetic
energy changes from a measurement of total energy influx.
Perhaps the most important application of this measurement is the determina-
tion of plasma thermal energy confinement time. If P is the rate at which heat
is input to the plasma, then the energy confinement time can be defined by the
equation
dU P-U
-- =PU (5.1.4)
dt TE
where T is the energy confinement time of the plasma. In an ohmically heated
plasma the heat influx power is
P = IV (5.1.5)
where I is the plasma toroidal current and VR is the resistive component of the loop
voltage. If the plasma is in thermal equilibrium, so that dU/dt can be neglected,
then the energy confinement time is calculated to be
3 #3p
TE(t) = 3poRo-- (5.1.6)8 RP
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Figure 5.2.1. Poloidal beta during a typical lower hybrid heated discharge. The dashed
trace is poloidal beta for a similar discharge without lower hybrid heating.
where Rp is the resistance of the plasma (ratio of resistive loop voltage to plasma
current). Note that this measurement yields rE continuously as a function of time.
In an RF heating experiment, this equation would be generalized to
(5.1.7)3 p&oI2)pRo= O8 PO H+PRF
and if dU/dt = U is not negligible, then
1 PoH + PRF I Op
TB ~~SI 0 I20pRo I ,
3 (5.1.8)
assuming that the time rate of change is still small enough that equilibrium MHD
is valid.
5.2 Lower Hybrid Heating Results
The purpose of the remainder of this chapter is to demonstrate how data from
diamagnetic measurements can be used to analyze the behavior of typical plasma
discharges. In this section, the results from a typical lower hybrid heating experi-
ment are examined.
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Figure 5.2.2. Loop voltage, plasma current, and average density for the lower hybrid
heated discharge.
The poloidal beta for a typical lower hybrid heated plasma discharge is shown in
Fig. 5.2.1. Data from a similar discharge without RF heating are superimposed on
the graph for comparison. The plasma initially assumes a stable equilibrium with a
poloidal beta of about 0.3, after which it rises gradually to a value of 0.35. Without
the RF power, the poloidal beta remains steady at this value for the remainder of
the discharge. At the end of the discharge, the poloidal beta rises rapidly to large
values. This behavior is due to the fact that the plasma current, and hence the
poloidal field, is being ramped down to zero. Application of 640kW of RF power
results in a significant enhancement of the poloidal beta, indicating that the thermal
energy of the plasma is increasing.
This measurement of poloidal beta can be combined with some other plasma
diagnostics to obtain additional information. The loop voltage, plasma current,
and average density are shown in Fig. 5.2.2. There is a slight enhancement of the
plasma current during the RF, which may be an indication of a decrease in plasma
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Figure 5.2.3. Energy confinement time for the lower hybrid heated discharge, calculated
using Eq. (5.1.8).
resistivity as the plasma heats up. This would be consistent with the behavior of the
resistive loop voltage. There is also a significant enhancement of the density during
the RF. Two processes that could account for this behavior are (1) an impurity
injection caused by the RF, and/or (2) increased recycling due to higher plasma
edge temperatures during the RF.
This data can be combined using the procedure outlined in Section 5.1 to obtain
the global thermal energy confinement time (Fig. 5.2.3), the average kinetic pressure
(Fig. 5.2.4), and the density weighted average temperature (Fig. 5.2.5). The energy
confinement time was calculated using Eq. (5.1.8), which is valid when the energy
content is changing.
The degradation of the energy confinement time shown in Fig. 5.2.3 during
the RF is commonly observed. There are several possible explanations for this
phenomenon. First, while it is easy to measure the amount of forward RF power in
the lower hybrid waveguide system, there is considerable uncertainty in the amount
of this power that actually couples to the plasma. (Here it was assumed that
75% [i.e., 480 kW] of the power was absorbed.) If the power coupled to the plasma
were overestimated, then the plasma would appear to be losing thermal energy more
rapidly than it really is. In this case the degradation of the energy confinement time
would not be a real effect; rather, it would be due to an error in the measurement.
However, there are also several real physical processes that could be responsible for
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Figure 5.2.4. Average kinetic pressure for the lower hybrid heated discharge.
the degradation of the energy confinement time. It is possible that the RF power
deposition profile is less peaked than the initial thermal energy profile; i.e., the RF
power is being deposited close to the edge. It would then seem quite reasonable
that the local energy confinement time near the edge would be less than that of
the center. It is also possible that the RF could be increasing the level of plasma
fluctuations, leading to enhanced ("anomalous") transpor.t. Another possibility is
that impurities injected during the RF are radiating power by line emission.
The average kinetic pressure, shown in Fig. 5.2.4, is observed to increase during
the RF. Part of this increase is due to the heating, and part is due to the increase
in the density. This data may be divided by the measurement of the density to
obtain the average temperature measurement shown in Fig. 5.2.5. The increase in
the temperature shown in Fig. 5.2.5 is less spectacular than the increase that would
be indicated by, for example, a measurement of the peak (central) temperature. In
particular, since the temperature is averaged over the plasma density, the injection
of impurities and recycled gas would tend to depress the indicated temperature rise.
Once data is available for the energy confinement time and the density, it is
easy to multiply them together to obtain the Lawson product measurement shown
in Fig. 5.2.6. In the present case, one can see that the Lawson product is initially
degraded by the RF, but afterwards recovers to a value greater than the value for
the no RF discharge.
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Figure 5.2.6. Lawson product for the lower hybrid heated discharge.
5.3 Pellet Iniection Results
In this section, an analysis similar to that of Section 5.2 is carried out for the
case of a pellet fueled discharge. The results are shown in Figs. 5.3.1 through
5.3.6. In this discharge, a pellet was injected at approximately 275 ms, as indicated
by the sudden increase in the density. Since the particles injected by the pellet
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Figure 5.3.L Poloidal beta during a typical pellet fueled discharge.
have essentially no thermal energy, the injection leads to a sudden decrease in
temperature. When the temperature drops, the plasma resistivity increases, leading
to an increase in the resistive loop voltage and ohmic heating power. This increased
ohmic heating power is indicated by the rapid enhancement of the poloidal beta.
Sudden increases are also observed in the energy confinement time and the Lawson
product.
After the injection, the temperature reaches a new equilibrium within a time
of approximately 20 ms. In this particular case, the temperature recovers to a
value lower than the pre-injection level. The sharp corners in the graph at the
temperature minimun and at the point of temperature recovery are not real, but
are due to the small number of points used in plotting the graph.
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CHAPTER 6: Systematic Errors
6.1 Introduction
At the time of this writing, the apparatus described in Chapter 4 has been suc-
cessfully used to implement the diamagnetic measurements on Alcator C. Although
the apparatus has functioned adequately for this purpose, there are still large sys-
tematic errors in the raw data which merit a closer study. Some of the noise sources
affecting the diamagnetic measurement have been mentioned in the discussion of
the experimental apparatus in Chapter 4. The purpose of the present chapter is to
discuss some other effects which are more difficult to eliminate.
As discussed in Chapter 4, the diamagnetic loops and rogowski coil have tenden-
cies to link portions of the flux produced by other magnetic systems in the tokamak,
namely the OH, EF, and plasma currents. The methods discussed in Chapter 4 for
dealing with these signals are straightforward. Basically, all that was involved was
determining the magnitude of the extraneous flux linkages and compensating for
them by inputing signals that oppose them. While the measurement of the plasma
current in particular was difficult and probably error prone, the point that I wish
to make -here is that once these linkages are determined, signals that compensate
for them are readily available. However, once these effects are eliminated, there are
still other noise sources present which are somewhat more difficult to deal with.
The effects of these errors can be readily observed by examining the response
of the measurement circuit to a toroidal field baseline shot (i.e., a "discharge" in
which there was no plasma in the tokamak and the poloidal field systems were not
excited). Under these conditions, it should be possible to adjust the balance between
the diamagnetic loop signal and the rogowski coil signal to produce a featureless
output signal. Such a response signal is shown in Fig. 6.1.1, and is clearly anything
but featureless. The signal shown in Fig. 6.1.1 is between one and two orders of
magnitude larger than the diamagnetic flux signal due to a typical plasma discharge.
It is therefore mandatory that some method be found to eliminate it.
So far, the method used to eliminate this error signal from the measurement
has been to measure it separately and subtract it from the raw data during data
processing. To do this, it is necessary to record a toroidal field baseline shot, with
the magnet structure fully warmed up, for each different toroidal field excitation
used during a day of tokamak operation.
This method is illustrated explicitly in Figs. 6.1.1 through 6.1.5. Fig. 6.1.1 shows
typical toroidal field baseline data. The high frequency components of this signal
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Figure 6.1.1. A toroidal field baseline shot. This data was obtained by operating the
tokamak without plasma and with the circuit of Fig. 4.3.3 disconnected. The top view
shows the overall signal including the effect of clipping by the integrator circuit. The
bottom view shows the part of the signal that is archived. including additional clipping by
the digitizer. The 60 Hz ripple is also more evident in the bottom view.
consist of 360 and 60 Hz ripple which is attributed to the ripple of the toroidal field
power supply. The 360 Hz ripple was filtered out by the instrumentation circuit and
does not appear in Fig. 6.1.1. However. the 60 Hz ripple could not be filtered out
completely without distorting the plasma magnetization flux signal. and therefore
remains as part of the error signal. After carefully minimizing the common mode
sensitivity of the instrumentation circuit. it was possible to reduce the magnitude
of this signal by almost one order of magnitude to the level shown in Fig. 6.1.1.
which is still intolerably large.
At this point. it was not possible to accurately eliminate this signal by means of
baseline subtraction. While it is relatively easy to reproduce the overall behavior of
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Figure 6.1.2. Toroidal field baseline shot after installation of the circuit of Fig. 4.3.3. It
was possible to eliminate the clipping. the sudden jumps. and most, of the ripple, leaving
only slow time-scale effects.
the error signal with a toroidal field baseline. it is practically impossible to reproduce
the high frequency components of the signal, particularly the sudden jumps in the
signal at the beginning and end of the toroidal field flattop. Since the toroidal field
usually begins to ramp down before the end of the plasma discharge, it is desirable
to find some method to eliminate these jum-ps in the signal.
The 60 Hz and 360 Hz noise signals are produced by the toroidal field power
supply, which consists of rectified three-phase 60 Hz line current. Between plasma
discharges. energy from the local power grid is stored in a massive rotating alter-
nator. Then, during a discharge, current is extracted from both the line and the
alternator. Obviously, it is impossible to synchronize the phase of these signals for
different plasma discharges and TF baselines. Also. as energy is extracted from the
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Figure 6.1.3. Raw data for the pellet fueled discharge of Section 5.3. This signal is
produced by the instrumentation circuit by subtracting the rogowski coil signal from the
diamagnetic loop signal, subtracting the corrections for EF and OH linkages and the
correction from the TF voltage differentiator, integrating, amplifying, and filtering. The
signal still includes a contribution from plasma current linkage which is removed during
data processing, and the slow time-scale variation of the baseline data, which is removed
by baseline subtraction.
alternator. it begins to slow down. producing a beat frequency in conjunction with
the line frequency. The rate at which the alternator slows down is different for a
toroidal field baseline than for a plasma discharge because there is more load on
the electrical system during a discharge due to the poloidal field and ohmic heat-
ing systems. This also effects the rate at which the toroidal field ramps up, so that
there is a slight variation in the locations of the sudden jumps in the baseline signals
between plasma discharges and toroidal field baselines. It is therefore impossible to
eliminate the high frequency and fast time-scale components of the error signal by
baseline subtraction.
In order to further reduce the magnitude of this signal, the circuit of Fig. 4.3.3
was installed. The design of this circuit is based on the observation that, except
for the slow time scale variations. the TF baseline error signal closely resembles the
toroidal field voltage. This circuit differentiates the toroidal field voltage and applies
the result to the input of the integrator. An alternative to this method would be to
not differentiate the TF voltage and add it to the output of the integrator instead.
However, that method has certain disadvantages. It will be shown in Section 6.2
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Figure 6.1.4. Toroidal field baseline data for the pellet fueled discharge of Section 5.3.
that the beginning of the toroidal field flattop is in the portion of the signal which
is clipped .due to saturation of the integrator. In order to determine the zero level
of the magnetization signal, it is necessary to have th baseline data at least for
the entire toroidal field flattop. Therefore, the clipping must be eliminated. One
way to do this would be simply to reduce the sensitivity of the integrator: but this
would decrease the magnitude of the signal in relation to the integrator drift. and
therefore should be avoided if possible.
The effect of the TF voltage differentiator circuit is shown in Fig. 6.1.2. This
circuit successfully eliminated the sudden jumps. the clipping. and most of the
60 Hz ripple. However. there still remains a longer time scale signal. with a magni-
tude comparable to that of the diamagnetic signal. Since the time variation of the
remaining signal was slow. it. was easy to eliminate it by baseline subtraction.
The baseline subtraction procedure is illustrated by Figs. 6.1.3. 6.1.4. and 6.1.5.
for the case of the pellet fueled discharge of Section 5.3. After baseline subtraction.
the signal is flat both before and, after the TF flattop. except for the remaining
60 Hz ripple. A sudden decrease in plasma magnetization flux is clearly visible
in both Fig. 6.1.3 and Fig. 6.1.5 corresponding to the injection of the pellet. Note
that a decrease in plasma magnetization indicates that the plasma is becoming more
diamagnetic. so the poloidal beta is increasing.
Although the results from the diamagnetic measurements seemed to be quite
reasonable. the magnitude of the TF baseline error signal was still comparable in
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Figure 6.1.5. Diamagnetic flux signal for the pellet fueled discharge of Section 5.3 af-
ter baseline subtraction. The only remaining error signal is that due to linkage of the
plasma current, which is eliminated during data processing. The remaining 60 Hz ripple
is eliminated by a zero-time-delay digital filtration routine. The sudden dip in the signal
corresponds to the increase in poloidal beta following the injection of the pellet.
magnitude to the diamagnetic signal. It was therefore felt that a better under-
standing of the TF baseline error signal was needed. so further work was done.
This work is described in the remainder of this chapter. The TF baseline error
signal is believed to be composed primarily of two physical effects: poloidal eddy
currents induced in the wall of the tokamak. and compression of the toroidal field
magnet due to magnetic forces, with the eddy currents dominating. These effects
are discussed in the following two sections.
6.2 Poloidal Eddy Currents
The purpose of the diamagnetic loop is to link the diamagnetic drift current in-
duced in the plasma. One effect which complicates the measurement is the presence
of the wall of the tokamak. Since the wall is located in the interior of the toroidal
field magnet. application of toroidal field current will result in poloidal currents
flowing in the wall. The significant geometry is illustrated in Fig. 6.2.1. When the
toroidal field current is applied. a magnetic flux is generated inside the toroidal field
magnet. Since the wall of the tokamak is an electrical conductor, it will tend to
exclude the toroidal flux by means of its own current. Since the wall has a finite
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Figure 6.2.1. Geometry related to the analysis of poloidal eddy currents in the vacuum
chamber wall. The tendency of the vacuum chamber wall to exclude magnetic flux leads
to the generation of inductive solenoidal eddy currents in the wall of the vacuum chamber.
The minor radius of the vacuum chamber is c and the thickness is T. The toroidicity is
suppressed in the figure and in the corresponding analysis.
conductivity, this induced current will then decay according to an inductive time
constant.
Suppose that the toroidal field is initially zero and that at t = 0 a step toroidal
field current is suddenly applied. In this case, the flux linkage of the diamagnetic
loop will be given by
0(t) = 00 (1 - e ) (6.2.1)
where
r = LR (6.2.2)
is the inductive time constant associated with the eddy current, and
L = c 2 (6.2.3)
2Ro
and
R = -PC (6.2.4)
RoT
where c is the minor radius of the vacuum chamber wall, Ro is the major radius, p
is the resistivity of the vacuum chamber wall, and T is the thickness of the wall. For
the stainless steel vacuum chamber wall on Alcator C, the value of L is ir/80pH,
and the value of r is approximately 200 ss.
Now consider a calculation of the error signal corresponding to a realistic toroid-
al field current excitation, such as the waveform illustrated in Fig. 6.2.2. This
calculation is facilitated greatly by the use of Laplace transform techniques. The
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Figure 6.2.2. Model of a TF current waveform used in the computer simulation. The
vertical scale is in arbitrary units. The horizontal scale is in milliseconds and corresponds
to the time scale typical of Alcator C TF current waveforms.
transfer function from the toroidal field signal to the diamagnetic loop flux signal
corresponding to a single inductive time constant is given by
1
H(s) = (6.2.5)
If I define 1+S
x(t) = -- B(t) (6.2.6)
BO
and denote the Heaviside unit step function by u(t), then the input signal is given
by
1 1 1
x(t) = -tu(t) - -(t - T)u(t - T1) - (t - T 2)u(t - T2)
(6.2.7)
+ - (t - T 3)u(t - T3)T+ - T2 (
and its Laplace transform is given by
XT() = 1 e-T' e-T2a + T 3  e-T2  (6.2.8)S1 \1 T1 T3 T2 T3 T2
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The entire x(t) function is written as a sum of ramp functions. The response to a
single unit ramp is easily determined to be
R(t) = t - r (1 - e-t/) (6.2.9)
so that the response function y(t) is given by
y(t) = x(t) - e(t) (6.2.10)
where e(t) is the error signal and is given by
e(t) = (1 -- e-'') U(t) - 71 e--T/' U(t - To)
- rT 2 (i - e-(t-T2)/r) u(t - T2) + T3 T2 (1 - e~(t~T3)/') u(t - T3 )
(6.2.11)
A computer simulation of this model has been run for time constants ranging
from 200 As to 100 ms. The results are shown in Figs. 6.2.3 through 6.2.11.
The easiest way to evaluate the magnitude of the error signal is to compare the
toroidal flux produced by this effect to the toroidal flux due to plasma magnetiza-
tion. The toroidal plasma magnetization flux is estimated by means of Eq. (2.3.11)
and is given by
- r = . (1 _ 3 P) (6.2.12)87rBo1
Taking typical Alcator C parameters,
I = 300 KA (6.2.13)
BO = 8 T (6.2.14)
Op = 0. 3  (6.2.15)
yields
A = 0.5 mWb (6.2.16)
To calculate the magnitude of the flux due to an eddy current, first calculate the
peak toroidal flux due to the toroidal field magnet by means of Eq. (6.3.8), which
yields
00 = 27rR2Bo (1 - /1 - (a/Ro)2) = 1.03 Wb (6.2.17)
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The amplitude of the first large feature in the error signal is then given by mul-
tiplying Oo by c/T. .If T1 is 400 ms and r is 200 pis, then the magnitude of the
error signal is ealculated to be 0.33 mWb, which is comparable in magnitude to the
expected diamagnetic flux, but much smaller than the observed error signal. If a
value of 20 ms is used for r, the magnitude of the error signal is calculated to be
33 mWb, which is much -more in line with the observed signal.
It therefore seems clear that the vacuum chamber eddy currents alone cannot
be responsible for the observed error signal. An explanation for this is offered by
a consideration of the location of the diamagnetic loops. They are each installed
immediately adjacent to a diagnostic port. At these locations, there are massive
blocks of stainless steel from which the ports are constructed, and which should lead
to much more significant magnetic diffusion effects than does the vacuum chamber.
Also, the uniformity of the Bitter-plate toroidal field windings is interrupted at the
location of each port, leading to significant fringing effects at the locations of the
diamagnetic loops. There is a slow time-scale variation in the fringing fields due to
a current redistribution effect in the Bitter plates. This effect has been measured
in previous work [16] and is known to involve multiple time constants on the order
of tens to hundreds of milliseconds.
Note that the model would require that the magnitude of the error signal be
larger than observed for time constants of hundreds of milliseconds. This is not
really a contradiction because the change in flux linkage due to the fringing is
localized near the perimeter of the diamagnetic loops while that due to an eddy
current is uniform across the interior of the diamagnetic loop, i.e., the fringing
effect is not as strongly coupled as the eddy current effect.
These considerations indicate that the location of the diamagnetic loops near
the diagnostic ports leads to a major source of error signal in the diamagnetic
measurement. Unfortunately, due to the Bitter-plate construction of the toroidal
field magnet on Alcator C, it was not possible to install the loops at any other
location. Therefore, some means of compensating for this signal must be found.
A satisfactory method for compensating for the high frequency noise was imple-
mented by means of the circuit of Fig. 4.3.3. At the time this circuit was designed
and installed, the physical mechanisms behind the TF baseline error signal were
not fully understood. Based on the analysis of this section, it is now possible to
understand why this circuit is capable of significantly improving the TF baseline
signal, and also why there is still a slow time-scale error signal left over. Since the
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toroidal field magnet is predominantly an inductive device, the TF voltage is pri-
marily composed.of a signal proportional to the time derivative of the TF current.
Examination of the computer simulations in Figs. 6.2.3 through 6.2.11, shows that
the faster time-scale portion of the eddy-current error signal is also proportional to
the time derivative of the toroidal field current. Therefore, all that is left over after
installation of the toroidal fiek voltage differentiation circuit is a slow time-scale
signal.
After installation of this circuit, it was possible to reduce the high frequency
noise amplitude below that of the diamagnetic flux signal. It was also possible to
eliminate the sudden jumps in the signal at the beginning and end of the toroidal
field flattop.
This leaves only the low frequency portion of the eddy current signal to be
eliminated. To do this without toroidal field baseline subtraction, it would be
necessary to exactly match the time constant of the eddy current. This could be
done by installing a suitable network between the existing TF rogowski coil and the
input to the integrator (see Section A.3). Since the Alcator C tokamak is expected
to be shut down in the near future for major modifications, and since the existing
instrumentation circuit is capable of implementing the diamagnetic measurement
satisfactorily, the installation of such a network should be delayed until completion
of the modifications to the tokamak.
6.3 Compression of the Magnet Structure
Another source of error signal in the diamagnetic measurement arises from
the enormous forces which act on the toroidal field magnet during a toroidal field
pulse. The compressional magnetic forces on the toroidal field magnet cause the
entire toroidal assembly to shrink slightly in the major radial direction; i.e., there
is a slight increase in the inverse aspect ratio c of the tokamak as the toroidal
field is ramped up. Therefore, as the diamagnetic loops shift inwards, the mutual
inductance between them and the toroidal field magnet increases. Thus, if the
circuit is balanced for low fields, it becomes unbalanced for high fields, and vice
versa. This effect is modeled in the analysis that follows.
First, I will calculate the flux linkage of the toroidal field by the diamagnetic
loop with the goal of examining how it depends on E. The flux linkage is calculated
by integrating the applied toroidal field over the poloidal cross section as follows:
<0= fB dA = BoRo - (6.3.1)
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Using dA = dA, = r dr dA, this becomes
2r a r dr dO
* = BoRojj0 1R O (6.3.2)
This can be rendered dimensionless by means of the definitions
x r/a and 4 = 27ra 2 Bo (6.3.3)
so that
if22rf1 x dx dO
2 -frfI xdosO (6.3.4)
27r 0 1 + Ex cos e
which can be integrated by doing the 0 integration first:
r dO 1(6.3.5)
27 0 1+Excoso V1-i2
so that
j 1 xdx (6.3.6)
which can easily be integrated to obtain
= -i 1-,E2) (6.3.7)
which can also be written as
, = 2irR2Bo (I - V1 - (a/Ro)2) (6.3.8)
This last equation is in the most convenient form for calculations. When using
Eq. (6.3.8) it is important to remember that a will be the radius of the diamagnetic
loop (0.20 m) and that BO is the magnetic field at.the center of the vacuum chamber.
The compressibility of the magnet structure has been measured in previous
work [19]. The variation of the major radius during a discharge is typically 2 mm
and the variation during the course of a day due to temperature changes is typically
5 mm. To use Eq. (6.3.8) for an estimate of the magnitude of the error signal due to
2 mm of magnet compression, 0 is first evaluated using RO = 0.640 m, a = 0.20 m,
and Bo = 8 T. Then 0 is evaluated again using Ro = 0.638 m, a = 0.20 m, and
Bo = 8(0.640/0.638) m. The difference between these two results is 3.4 mWb,
which is the magnitude of the error signal due to magnet compression. Thus the
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error signal due to this effect is smaller than the error due to eddy currents, but
still larger than the plasma magnetization flux.
In addition to the variation of the major radius with magnetic field, there is
also a variation with temperature that is a few times larger than the variation due
to magnetic compression. Over the course of a day of operation of the tokamak,
the major radius varies over a range of approximately 5 mm. This variation causes
the balance between the diamagnetic loop and rogowski coil signals to drift. The
magnitude of this drift is approximately one order of magnitude larger than the
diamagnetic flux. This complicates the determination of the zero level baseline
of the data. Fortunately, it was found that after an initial warm-up period of
approximately eight discharges at the beginning of operation, the variation of the
circuit balance is tolerable. Of course, this initial imbalance will be repeated if the
operation of the tokamak is disrupted in the course of a day.
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CHAPTER 7: Summary
The work described in this paper has led to the implementation of the diamag-
netic measurement as a routine diagnostic facility on the Alcator C tokamak. This
work consisted primarily of the identification and elimination of the various sources
of errors in the measurement. These error signals were more than just small- noises
appearing in the data; in fact, they were the main component of the data. Most of
the individual error signals were more than one order of magnitude larger than the
desired signal. It was therefore impossible to detect any recognizable data until the
errors were eliminated. It thus seems appropriate to conclude with a brief list of
the error sources and the methods used to correct for them.
1. Linkage of extraneous fields.
Magnetic flux from the OH and EF fields linked the diamagnetic loops. It
was eliminated by installing auxiliary rogowski coils on the OH and EF power
supplies and inputting the resulting signals to oppose the error signal. This
could also be done during data processing using archived OH and EF signals.
2. Linkage of the plasma current.
The extraneous linkage of magnetic fields due to the toroidal plasma current
was estimated by using pairs of similar discharges with opposite toroidal fields.
This linkage can also be determined by reversing the plasma current instead of
the toroidal field. The error signal was eliminated by subtracting data propor-
tional to the measured plasma current during data processing. It should also
be possible to do this in real time by inputting a plasma current signal from the
plasma current rogowski coil into the instrumentation circuit, but this was not
attempted.
3. Current redistribution in the TF bus.
The magnetic diffusion effect at the surface of the TF bus led to a significant
error signal in the vacuum toroidal field signal. This was eliminated by use of a
special precision rogowski coil. Another way to obtain the TF vacuum signal is
by means of a pickup coil placed inside the tokamak, near the vacuum chamber
wall, as was done on ISX-B [11]. This method is also sensitive to magnetic
diffusion effects which are difficult to eliminate.
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4. Eddy currents in the vacuum chamber wall.
An inductive .time constant is introduced in the signal from the diamagnetic
loop due to eddy currents induced in the wall of the vacuum chamber. Their
effect was eliminated by installing a compensating network at the input to the
instrumentation circuit.
5. Fringing fields in the vicinity of the diamagnetic loops.
Their effect was similar to that of eddy currents in the vacuum chamber wall
except that longer time constants were involved. The fast time-scale portion
of these effects was eliminated by the same circuit that eliminated the effects
of the eddy currents in the vacuum chamber wall. The slow time-scale effects
were eliminated by baseline subtraction. It may also be possible to eliminate
the slow time-scale effects by means of a compensation circuit.
6. Compression of the magnet structure.
The compression of the magnet structure presumably led to an error signal
that was eliminated during baseline subtraction, although it was never directly
observed. However, a gradual shift in the balance of the circuit was observed'
that corresponded directly with the temperature of the magnet. Based of the
analysis of Section 6.3 it seems likely that the compression due to magnetic,
forces also causes an effect during the time scale of a discharge.
7. Integrator stabilization.
Due to the required sensitivity of the instrumentation circuit and the duration of
the toroidal field pulse, special care was required in the design of the integration
circuit.
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APPENDIX
A.1 Characteristics of the Alcator C Tokamak
The Alcator C tokamak is a compact, high magnetic field, high plasma density
machine used to produce and study plasmas of fusion interest. Typical operating
parameters of the tokamak are listed in Table A.1.1.
Parameter
Major Radius
Minor Radius
Toroidal Magnetic Field
Plasma Current
Plasma Density
Electron Temperature
Ion Temperature
Energy Confinement Time
Lawson Product
Ohmic Heating Power
Duration of Discharge
Table A.1.1.
Alcator C Parameters
Maximum
Ro = 64 cm
a = 16.5 cm
Bo =13 T
I = 800 kA
n = 2 x 1015 cm-3
T, = 3 keV
Ti = 1.5 keV
TE = 50 ms
nrE= 8 x 1013 s/cm 3
POH = 1.5 MW
700 ms
Typical
Ro = 64 cm
a = 12-16.5 cm
Bo = 4-12 T
I = 150-500 kA
n = .05-2 x 10 15 cm-3
T, = .5-3 keV
Ti = .5-1.5 keV
rT = 10-40 ms
nfrE = .1-2 x 10 13s/cm3
PoH = .25-1 MW
300-600 ms
It should be noted that
temperatures, and thus are
diamagnetic measurement.
the temperatures listed in Table A.1.1 are peak central
larger than the average temperature obtained from the
In order to produce the unusually large toroidal fields indicated in Table A.1.1,
an unusual design was used for the toroidal field windings. The construction of the
toroidal field coil was by means of the Bitter plates shown in Fig. A.1.1. A total
of 240 of these plates form a rigid stack that extends uniformly around the torus,
except for small gaps to allow installation of six diagnostic ports.
Because of this coil design, it is not possible to measure the plasma magne-
tization flux by measuring the voltage across the toroidal field coil, as was done
on PDX [20]. This is because of a very significant current redistribution effect in
the Bitter plates. When the toroidal field current is initially ramped up, it tends
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INSULATOR
BITTER PLATE
CONDUCTOR
Figure A.1.1. TF magnet Bitter plate. The toroidal field magnet is composed of 240 of
these elements. stacked end-to-end around the torus.
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CQOtstIgIuM FIEL0 COI
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nVAPIOnTIC ACC1Q- POST FIELD COIL
Figure A.1.2. The Alcator C Tokamak. This view shows the major poloidal field systems
in addition to the Bitter plates.
to flow primarily around the inside edges of the plates. It then diffuses outward
over a time scale on the order of one second. Therefore. the self-inductance of the
toroidal field coil varies during the time of a discharge. so that it is not practical to
reproduce independently the part of the TF voltage signal due to the TF current
alone, which would have to be subtracted from the total TF voltage to measure the
plasma toroidal magnetization flux.
This coil construction might also be responsible for a large part of the uncor-
rected toroidal field baseline features. If the diamagnetic loop were located far away
from a port. where the toroidal field windings are uniform, there would be no effect
in the toroidal field linkage of the loop due to current redistribution in the Bitter
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plates. Unfortunately, the diamagnetic loops are located immediately adjacent to
diagnostic ports. In addition to the large magnetic diffusion effect due to the metal
block of the port, there may be significant variation in the fringing fields linking
the diamagnetic loops caused by current redistribution in the Bitter plates.
A.2 Toroidal Coordinates
The toroidal coordinate system, (r, p, 8), used in the analyses of this paper is
shown in Fig. 1.3.1, along with the usual Cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z). In
this section, the transformation between Cartesian and toroidal coordinates will be
used to derive expressions for the more common vector differential operations in
toroidal coordinates. A detailed discussion of the method used.can be found in the
book by Hildebrand [7].
By simple geometrical considerations, one can easily see that the Cartesian
coordinates are related to the toroidal coordinates by the following:
x = R cos p (A.2.1)
y = Rsin p (A.2.2)
z = rsinO (A.2.3)
The combination
R = Ro + rcosO (A.2.4)
will appear frequently in the following analysis. The position vector of a point
(z, y, z) in space is given by
r=xi-+yy+z =R(Ro+rcos6)cospo+y(Ro+rcos8)sinp+irsin8. (A.2.5)
If two of the toroidal coordinates are held fixed while the' other one is allowed to
vary, the position vector will trace out the coordinate curve corresponding to the
varying coordinate. Therefore, vectors tangent to each of the toroidal coordinate
curves at the point (r, p, 0) which corresponds to the point (x, y, z) are given by
arU,. = r =x cos Ocos p + y cos 0sin p + isin0 (A.2.6)
ar
u -= -*R sin p + yR cos p (A.2.7)
ar
ue a = -xr sin0cos p - yr sin0sin p + ir cos 0. (A.2.8)
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The magnitudes of these vectors are given by
h, lu, = 1 (A.2.9)
h fuf = R (A.2.10)
he juel = r. (A.2.11)
Thus, the toroidal unit vectors are given by
f = = xcos6cosp + ycos sin p + isine (A.2.12)
- = sinp + ycosp (A.2.13)
11= = -i sin 0 cos p - y sin 0 sin p + i cos 0. (A.2.14)
It is also convenient to define an additional unit vector by
R = cos 0 - Gsin 0. (A.2.15)
The toroidal volume element corresponding to the element dx dy dz is given by
dV = (u, dr) x (u, dp) - (u d) = h,.hhe(i x 0 - b) dr d4 dO (A.2.16)
= hhho dr dp dO = rR dr dp d6
and differential surface area elements corresponding to each of the toroidal coordi-
nate surfaces at the point (r, p, 6) are given by
dAr = uV dp x ue dO = Ohw dp x Oh6 dO = fhphe dp dO = Rr d4 dO, (A.2.17)
dA, = u dO x ur dr = Or dr dO, (A.2.18)
and
dA8 = u, dr x u. d o = OR dr dp. (A.2.19)
The formulas for the gradient of a scalar function f(r, p, 0) and for the diver-
gence and curl of a vector function F(r, p,0) are given by
_ 8 f &,8 f Od8f _ of & 8 f 03!Vf = r--- + --- =- +Of +Of, (A.2.20)hTr h,8p h, 6 O ar Rd5o raO
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V -F = heIh 9 a(h,heF,) + a(hehF,) + a(hhpFe )
(RrF,.) + '9(rF,.) + '(RFo),
V x F = ,hrhe
ph,
ar
hr Fr
hFa
a'p, ae Rr arheFe Fr
where it is understood that the determinant is to be expanded by minors along the
top row, so that the differential operators in the middle row operate only on the
quantities in the bottom row. Once formulas for the gradient of a scalar and the
divergence of a vector are available, the formula for the divergence of a tensor can
readily be obtained by writing the tensor in the form
(Trr
T = T.r
Ter
T,,
Teop
Tro
Te =T, +T.-Teb
Tee
(A.2.23)
where
T,. = iTr + OT'r + iTer
TP ai=T,.p + OT1oP + bTe,
Te = Te + OTwpo + bTee
(A.2.24)
(A.2.25)
(A.2.26)
and making use of the identity
V - (AB) = (V -A)B + (A - V)B (A.2.27)
where A and B ire any two differentiable vectors. The divergence of the tensor
now becomes
V -T= V - (Tf + T,? + Teo )
= f(V -T,) + O(V - T,) + b(V - Te) + (Tr - V)i + (TP - V)O + (T9 - V)i.
(A.2.28)
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and
(A.2.21)
rb
a
ae
r Fe
RO
a
RFp
(A.2.22)
The first three terms are evaluated immediately by means of Eq. (A.2.21):
+ -(rT,,,)
+ a (rT,)
e(V- Te) = [ (RrToe) + a (rT.e)
1
+ (RTo,)
+ 0 (RTeo)J
+1+ -(RT99)I
To evaluate the last three terms, partial derivatives are taken of the toroidal unit
vectors:
-=0
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= -*cos O sin 9 + k cos 0 cos , = cos0
= -i sin 0cosp - 9 sin 0 sin p + icosO = 0
=0
- -Rcos p - y sin p = -.
- =0
= 
- A
= i sin 0 sin p - y sin 0 cos = - sin 0
ap
= -icos cosp - ycosusinp - zsin =
Then the formula for the gradient yields
(T - V)=(T, + OT", + bT 9,)-
(A.2.32)
(A.2.33)
(A.2.34)
(A.2.35)
(A.2.36)
(A.2.37)
(A.2.38)
(A.2.39)
(A.2.40)
(a + RaR cp
(A.2.41)
101af
= T
1 ai
+ FTO =
pCosS0To, +
R
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'9 (RrT,,)
(RrTr,)( - T
(A.2.29)
(A.2.30)
(A.2.31)
a
+r
Tr,0
r,
(T9 ) = (iTrp + TO + bTav) + +(2Br R opr YO
( A.2.42)
1 Ri i cosG sin9
R =OPa -R 
- R T,+ R
and
(To V)e = (iTre + 0T V + Tee) - ( -- + + (A.2.43)
1 a o 1 a _ sin _ r-
= Tw--- + -Tee -- - T pe -- T.RP Tp + r To 90 R r .
These results can now be substituted into Eq. (A.2.28) and terms collected to yield
= ri a 1 aT , 1 9Ta, cos 0 sin0 1V - T = i -- (r T,,) + - + - + (T,,. - T Ow) - -Te, - -T'96
arr R cp r 60 R R r
jia 1  1 &T laTe cos O sine 1+ I (rT,,) + e++ R (T' + TI) - (TVo + TG± )
a 1 aTpo 1 6T,9 cos sin 1
+ i --- (rTre) + - + - + T+ --- (TW, - To) + -Tr
(A.2.44)
for the divergence of a tensor in toroidal coordinates.
A.3 Suggestions for Future Work
At the time of this writing, the work has progressed far enough to enable routine,
continuous operation of the diamagnetic measurement as a standard diagnostic fa-
cility of the Alcator C tokamak. Except for the need to produce toroidal field
baseline data, the apparatus can operate without human attendance. Thus, the
primary objective of producing a working diagnostic has been met. However, some-
one wishing to do further work might find it worthwhile to look more closely at the
systematic errors described in Chapter 6.
The primary objectives of such work should be to eliminate the necessity of
producing toroidal field baseline data. To do this, one would have to reproduce
the low frequency response of the error signal. I would recommend that the en-
tire toroidal field current trace be routinely digitized and recorded. A computer
procedure could then be worked out that would emulate response functions with
variable time constants. I suspect that the eddy current error signal due to the
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vacuum chamber wall is dominated by one time constant, because other time con-
stants would have to be produced by higher-order modes of current distribution in
the vacuum chamber. The significance of such modes was discussed in the paper
by Neilson [11]. However, the current redistribution effects in the Bitter plates are
known to be dominated by more than one time constant. The same might be true
of the effect of magnetic diffusion in the port material.
One could then experiment with different response functions by varying input
to the computer program. While doing this, it might be helpful to do a frequency
analysis of the data from a toroidal field baseline discharge. Since the toroidal
field signal is composed of ramps, it might be possible to numerically calculate
the impulse response of the error signal, and from that data to estimate the time
constants required for compensation. These time constants would in all likelihood
depend on the temperature of the magnet structure. Some method would have to
be implemented to measure the ambient conditions in the vicinity of the magnet,
and from this to predict the values of the various time constants.
The effect of the magnet structure compression is nonlinear. It could probably
be simulated by directly cubing the toroidal field signal. It would also be necessary
to simulate the behavior of the parameter B6 with respect to varying temperature
and magnetic field.
I doubt that it would be practical to implement these corrections in the analog
instrumentation circuit, due to the need to simulate the behavior of the time con-
stants and the nonlinearity of the magnet compression effect. Also, it would not
be worthwhile doing this unless it would allow operation of the diamagnetic mea-
surement with less human attendance than is presently required. Therefore, one
of the objectives of such work should be to automatically record all data necessary
to determine the time constants and B6 for each discharge during data process-
ing. During data processing, the computing procedure would then input this data
and the toroidal field signal to calculate the error signal to be subtracted from the
output of the instrumentation circuit.
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